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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The term concerto was used as far back as the two Gabrielis (1587),
Banchieri (1595), and Viadana (1602) to distinguish their works--motets
for choir with instrumental participation called "concerti ecclesiastici"-from the then current style of a capella choral music.

In purely instru-

mental music the term came to mean contrasting performing bodies playing
in alternation, one of the most typical traits of Baroque music.

The

history of the concerto prior to Mozart can be divided into three periods:
1620-1670, 1670-1750, 1750-1780.^
Between 1620-1670 the concerto was principally a canzona (a one
movement piece with a number of short sections of contrasting character)
with solo passages.
peak.

Between 1670-1750 the Baroque concerto reached its

The main advancement over the previous period was the replacement

of the sectional canzona by a form in three or four different movements
and the adoption of a fuller, more homophonic style with thematic interest
concentrated in the top parts.
this period:

Three types of concertos can be found in

the concerto-sinfonia, the concerto grosso, and the solo

concerto.
The concerto-sinfonia preceded the other two and used contrasting
techniques (sections in tutti character and others in a more brilliant

Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (2nd ed.; Cambridge;
Harvard University Press, 1969), p. 194.

style) rather than contrasting instrumental bodies.
The concerto grosso, the classical type of Baroque concerto, is
characterized by the use of a small group of solo players (concertino)
in contrast to a larger body of performers (ripieno).

The initial or-

chestral statement, the ritornello, recurs about four or five times in
different keys either in part or in its entirety.

It alternates with

episodes, modulating sections for the solo instruments.

The soloists

are part of the orchestra, playing with them throughout.

Contrast of

sound is achieved by having the ripieno stop playing while the concertino continues.

Also, separate thematic material for the solo and the

tutti enhances the competitive spirit created by the discrepancy in the
number of players and the contrasting dynamics.
The solo concerto is the latest of the three types.

Instead of

contrasting orchestral textures created by the orchestra's opposition
to a small group, it places the soloist in opposition to the orchestra
as a rivalry between equal forces.

The solo concerto draws its first

movement form from the concerto grosso (alternation of concertino and
ripieno) and the da capo aria.

Heinrich Koch's eighteenth century

description of concerto first movement form illustrates the similarity
4
between the solo concerto and concerto grosso forms.
^The concertino usually consists of two violins, cello, and keyboard instruments and the ripieno of strings in four or five parts with
a second keyboard player. The keyboard players are responsible for filling in the harmonies by improvising upon a figured bass.
^Handel used the notation tutti unisoni (like one voice) in an aria
to underscore the fact that the contrast should occur between the soloist
and the orchestra rather than within the orchestra itself.
4Jane R. Stevens, "An ISth-Century Description of Concerto First
Movement Form," Journal of the American Musicological Society. XXIV
(Spring, 1974), 92.
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At first the solo part was written for violin, but keyboard concertos, beginning with the harpsichord concertos by Bach and the organ
concertos by Handel, rapidly gained favor.

Though the form of these

early concertos was rather free, Johann Sebastian Bach generally used
the three movement form--fast, slow, fast--established by Vivaldi and
Torelli, important Baroque concerto composers.

Handel, on the other

hand, exercised great freedom in varying the number of movements and
their structures and styles.

He was, however, one of the first if

not the first to introduce opportunities for an extemporaneous cadenza,
anticipating its appearance in the Classical concerto.
The third period, 1750-1780, was one of transition from the Baroque
concerto to the Classical concerto.

Two of J. S. Bach's sons--K. P. E.

and Johann Christian--were among the most important figures in this
period.

The first movements of K. P. E. Bach's concertos follow a

scheme that clearly indicates three sections--exposition, development,
and recapitulation.

The exposition is played twice, first by the or-

chestra and then by the soloist; the recapitulation is shortened.

While

his expositions lack a second theme, this is generally found in the concertos of Johann Christian Bach, which are more the true predecessors

of Mozart's piano concertos than are those of any other composer.^
Mozart is responsible for establishing the Classical concerto
form, which has since remained relatively fixed even though various
modifications have been introduced through time.

The concerto is

a form which he cultivated from his earliest boyhood until the very
last months of his life.

Numerically he contributed the largest

single unit of masterpieces in this form to the modern concerto repertoire.

There exist nearly fifty Mozart concertos for various in-

struments, twenty-seven for piano."
With all its variety of form and content, however, the concerto's three movement form remains constant.

The first movement

shares certain characteristics of sonata form from which the concerto borrows its chief features of style and form in that it has
an elaborate exposition, development, and recapitulation.

But it

differs from sonata form in the presentation of themes by the orchestra and the soloist, in the key relationships, in the inclusion
of more sections, and in the balance that exists between the solo
instrument and the orchestra.

Perhaps the clearest way to under-

stand Mozart's first movement concerto form is to view it in six
sections:
ORCHESTRAL EXPOSITION:

Theme A Group
X

Bridge

transitions as needed)

Theme B Group (with

Closing Group

^Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 195.
^Twenty-three are original concertos and four are early arrangements from other composers' works.
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SOLO EXPOSITION:

Theme A Group

Bridge

X

r-XXX

sitions as needed)
V

ORCHESTRAL CLOSING:

DEVELOPMENT:

V

Closing Group

Closing material
V

Working out of material old and possibly new in
various keys--usually third and fifth, relative
major and minor, parallel major and minor key
relationships

RECAPITULATION:

Theme A Group
X

Bridge

sitions as needed)

CODA:

Theme B Group (with tran-

Theme B Group (with tran-

Closing

Old and new material, including cadenza
I

The first movement of a Mozart piano concerto begins with an orchestral exposition, a tutti passage for the orchestra in which the
principal themes are announced.

This portion of the concerto form cor-

responds to the opening riternello of the concerto grosso or da capo aria.
Since the first movements of Mozart's concertos present several distinct
themes or thematic groups, the letter A will be used to designate the
tonic group and the letter B to signify the second key (or after bridge)
group.

In a Mozart piano concerto first movement the second subject

group is normally introduced wholly or in part; only infrequently is the
second subject group omitted.

Although one theme may flow directly to

another, it is more customary for transitions to connect the themes.
Closing material by the orchestra concludes the orchestral exposition.
Unlike the sonata form this first tutti remains in the tonic key throughout,

6
omitting the modulatory bridge necessary for a full-fledged exposition.
As a result, the soloist can enter in the tonic.
An age-old problem concerto composers face is in what manner to have
the soloist enter to begin the solo exposition.

This portion corresponds to

the soloist's first episode in the concerto grosso or da capo aria.
generally chose one of three ways for the piano to enter:

Mozart

1) with the first

subject already heard in the orchestral exposition (K. 451, 453, 488);
2) with a much more intimate feeling with a tune never heard before in the
orchestra (K. 466, 482, 491, 503); or 3) with an introductory flourish
(K. 271, 450). A modified repetition of the main theme of the orchestral
exposition follows, now divided between the soloist and the orchestra.

It is

only after both the orchestra and the soloist have had an opportunity to
state the main theme in the tonic that the modulatory bridge begins.

This

bridge, which generally modulates to the dominant key or to the relative
major in a minor key work, often consists of completely new material since
there is no modulatory bridge in the orchestral exposition.

Most frequent

and extensive additions and/or replacements are made to the Theme B group
as well.

As in the orchestral exposition, closing material concludes the

solo exposition.

Although portions of the orchestral exposition are fre-

quently omitted in the solo exposition, the solo exposition is nonetheless
usually substantially longer than the orchestral exposition.
utilizes the double exposition principle in his concertos.
instead of being repeated in full, is written out twice.

Thus, Mozart
The exposition,

First it appears

Donald Tovey, Arthur Hutchings, and Eric Blom take issue against
the double exposition idea. Instead, they view the orchestral exposition
as an introduction or preparation for the solo exposition, the first real
exposition.

in an abbreviated form for the orchestra only with the tonic maintained
throughout and then in fuller form for the soloist and orchestra with
the proper modulation to the dominant or relative major key.
An orchestral closing section follows which corresponds to a tutti
recurrence in the concerto grosso or da capo aria.

Still in the dominant

or relative major key, it is generally brilliant and cadential in character.
As in sonata form the development section of a Mozart concerto
works out or develops the various themes of the expositions or material
drawn from other places such as the bridge or closing sections.

A major-

ity of development sections features several ideas, but in a few a single
idea or theme, usually the first, is elaborated.
material is incorporated.

In some, entirely new

The soloist and orchestra are allowed great

freedom to cooperate as well as oppose one another as the material is
fragmented, sequenced, compressed, expanded, and extended in a variety
of keys.

Often a development section concludes with a preparation for

recapitulation over a dominant or dominant seventh pedal.
With the re-introduction of the principal theme by the orchestra,
the recapitulation is underway.

Apart from the usual change in the bridge

in order to present the second theme group in the tonic, the recapitulation mostly follows the solo exposition.
from this plan can naturally be found.

However, examples of deviations
For instance, themes of the or-

chestral or solo expositions may be combined, or parts of the various
themes, bridges, and transitions may be added or deleted.
A coda for the orchestra, which often incorporates material used
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previously, concludes the movement.

At some point the orchestra pauses

on a forte, dominant ^ chord, a signal for the soloist's cadenza to
begin.

Originally the cadenza was supposed to be an improvisation by

the soloist on the spot.

However, eventually it was prepared either

by the composer himself, the performer, or another composer to prevent
flagrancy.

In the cadenza the player was expected not merely to display

his finger agility and brilliant technique but also to exhibit his skill
in dealing with the themes of the movement, one of which often begins
the cadenza.

It was an almost invariable custom in the eighteenth cen-

tury to finish the cadenza with long trills on the dominant seventh
chord.

Though at first the orchestra alone played the coda, Mozart later

allowed the piano to play with the orchestra after the cadenza.
The second movement of a Mozart piano concerto is slow and usually
very lyrical as in a sonata.
in ornamented passages.

The solo parts are often florid and abound

Sometimes even a cadenza is introduced at the

close of this movement (K. 414, 415, 453). As is evident from the examples written by Mozart himself for the works cited, this cadenza should
be much shorter than the one in the first movement.

The tonal relation-

ships between the first and second movements most often include subdominant,
submediant, dominant, or mediant keys.
The finale of a Mozart concerto is usually in rondo form, whose
light character lends itself to displays of brilliance and a happy ending.

Movements in variation form, however, can be found.

Here again,

short cadenzas are sometimes included.
The century following Mozart's death saw the creation of concerto
literature that dominated the repertoire of the virtuoso.

No major

composer in the Romantic era composed as prolifically in concerto form
as Mozart did, yet no major composer of instrumental music, except
Schubert, neglected to leave at least one specimen behind him.

There-

fore, the nineteenth century concerto was not shaped by the sustained
attention of a single personality as the late eighteenth century concerto had been under Mozart's guidance.

Instead a large number of

important composers adapted the concerto form to suit their individual
needs, producing diversified results.

Through formal analysis of four

selected Romantic piano concertos, a clearer understanding of the manner in which certain composers handled the concerto in relation to
the Mozart model and the relationship of the piano to the orchestra
can be gained.

Beethoven's Fourth Piano Concerto, the first real

Romantic concerto, serves as a logical point of departure.

CHAPTER II

BEETHOVEN PIANO CONCERTO NO. 4 IN G MAJOR, OP. 58

Introduction
The seven concertos of Beethoven--five piano concertos, one violin
concerto, and one triple concerto--were written within the space of
fourteen years:

from 1795, when Beethoven was twenty-five, to 1809,

when he was thirty-nine.

The Fourth Piano Concerto, dedicated to

Archduke Rudolph, was composed during 1805-1806, years that also saw
the birth of such masterpieces as the Fourth and Fifth Symphonies,
the three "Rasoumovsky" Quartets, the "Appassionata" Sonata, and the
opera Fidelio.

The first performance of the G Major Piano Concerto

was at one of two private subscription concerts in March, 1807, at the
palace of Prince Lobkowitz in Vienna.

The first public performance was

at the Theater-an-der-Wien, December 22, 1808, in a four hour concert
that included the first performances of the Fifth and Sixth Symphonies;
the aria "Ah, perfido"; a Latin hymn for chorus and solos; a fantasia
for piano; the Fantasia for Piano, Chorus, and Orchestra; and the "Sanctus"
from the C Minor Mass.

On both occasions Beethoven was the soloist in the

concerto performances.
For twenty years after its first performance the G Major Piano Concerto was neglected until Mendelssohn, champion of many a forgotten score,
resurrected it.

He himself played it with the orchestra in the Gewandhaus

Concerts in Leipzig on November 3, 1836.
10

Schumann, who was present, was
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stirred to write:

"This day Mendelssohn played the G major Concerto

of Beethoven with a power and a finish that transported us all.

I

received a pleasure from it such as I have never enjoyed, and I
sat in my place without moving a muscle or even breathing--afraid
of making the least noise.""

^Julian Seaman, Great Orchestral Music (New York:
Company, Inc., 1950), p. 45.

Rinehart and
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First movement:

Allegro moderato

ORCHESTRAL EXPOSITION (1-74):
Th. A ^+S
G,B,G

Hi. Bj ''+'*-^
a,C,G

Bridge ^^

Trans. ^

cios. 10+8+6

SOLO EXPOSITION (74-174):

Intro.
G
. ^ 8
Th. B2
X)___

Th. A

Bridge
G,e,d
7

Bridge Theme 1
Bt*

_
4+4+4
Th. Bx
d,F,C

Trans.

ORCHESTRAL CLOSING ( 1 7 4 - 1 9 2 ) :

V Prep, for next theme
d-D

11
Trans. ^^
e-D

13+4
Clos.

8 + 6 + 5
D

DEVELOPMENT ( 1 9 3 - 2 5 3 ) :
(2+2) (2+2) (2+2) (2+2)
7-f4
4 +
4 + 4

Section 1 (193-216):

11
f,d

Section 2 (216-230):
Section 3 (231-253):

+
b

12
f#

Ax, triplet figure, piano's
c#
broken chords

15
c#

piano figures, compression

4 + 4 + 4 + 1 0
c#-E--E,e,G

Ax, fugato, two against three
rhythms, preparation for return
of Theme A

RECAPITULATION (253-346):
Th. A
G,B,G
Th. B2 ^
G

Bridge
G, E^

Bridge Theme 2

Th. Bx ^^^
g,b>,F

Trans. ^

V Prep, for next theme
G

Trans. ^^
a--G

Clos. ^3+4

CODA (341-370):
Orchestral Clos.

+

Cadenza

+

Closing theme

+

Th. A
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In the G major Piano Concerto Beethoven resolves the concerto
composer's standard problem of how and when to bring in the solo
instrument by having the piano state the opening phrase, a first
in standard concerto form:
AUeqr-o woierjfo

i±

IS!

^-w—^

p dolce
^ -. r fi

4444^^
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Mozart's early Piano Concerto K. 271 in E flat anticipated Beethoven's
concept in that Mozart has the piano enter in the second bar in direct
answer to the opening orchestral motif."

This individuality and in-

dependence of the piano are typical of this movement in that it never
takes a tune directly from the orchestra; the piano always varies it.
After its initial phrase the piano is not heard again until the solo
exposition.

As if the piano's unusual opening were not enough, the

strings assume the same theme and extend it in the unexpected and remote key of B major.

Taking a downward turn in the third bar (8), the

melody imperceptibly returns to G major.

At the completion of this

phrase, the bridge begins (14).
The bridge consists of a development of the piano's opening announcement, stressing the characteristic repeated eighth notes I

^In the unfinished sketch for Beethoven's Sixth Piano Concerto in
D major, the soloist enters with a cadenza postponed until after the first
statement in the orchestra of the main theme--an interesting foreshadowing of Brahms' B flat major Piano Concerto,

14
This motive, in complete and fragmented form, is tossed among the
various instruments and groups of instruments in overlapping phrases
until an alternation between the tonic and dominant chords begins in
bar 23.

The climax, reached on the downbeat of bar 27, is achieved by

the same rhythmic and harmonic compression that is frequently employed
in the subsequent pages.
The modulatory Theme Bx, which begins in the unexpected key of
a minor, is characterized, as Theme A, by a distinct rhythm:

i^

;

^

^

^

C'-^.rii' '^vi 0 ' g l ; ^ ' ^ - |

Three, four-bar sequences of this theme occur in the keys of a minor in
the first violins (29), C major in the oboes (33), and G major in the
flutes, bassoons, and first violins (37). A transition containing a
stepwise rising sequence of the head of motive x of Theme A, combined with
a very brief countermelody in the upper woodwinds and a crescendo, culminates in the closing (50).
The majestic Closing Theme in G major is accompanied by oscillating
eighth note figures in the violas and string basses.

Rhythmic impetus is

gained by the theme's first two bars successive appearances in triplets
and then sixteenth notes:

This in turn leads to an eight-bar extension comprised of descending sixteenth note scale figures that flow from the woodwinds, to the upper strings.
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and then to the lower strings in delightful imitation (60-67).

The final

six bars of the closing, based on motive x heard three times, build greatly
in volume.
The piano re-enters softly in tritones on the rhythm of Theme A to
begin the solo exposition with an introductory passage (74). Once launched,
the piano begins to assert itself using a crescendo and compression from
eighth notes, to triplets, to sixteenth notes.

A descending and then as-

cending scalar passage and a trill lead to a new tune in the piano which
is derived from the rhythm of Theme A and contains fauxbourdon (82):

'^^^^ fm^^ir^m^

^

-AAAA/
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After its cadence the orchestra reminds the piano of Theme A (89). The piano
begins to answer (93) but then takes off in triplet figures to begin the
bridge (97).
After the triplets, a dialogue between the bassoons

and the other

woodwinds follows (100-104), two bars in e minor and two bars in d minor,
accompanied by a melodic piano part.

Suddenly the piano becomes rhapsodic
/

in B flat major with the first bridge theme (105):

^ ^ ^ tt
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Soft, rolling triplets in a low register accompany pianissimo eighth notes
in a high register--over a three octave range between hands.
strings accompany with motive x in augmentation.

Pianissimo

Bar 111 begins an eight-bar

dominant preparation for the next theme, which is the true second subject of
the movement.

In this preparation, the piano's contrary motion triplets

build excitement that is swept away by the tumbling scalar passage.
Theme B2, which did not appear in the orchestral exposition, is presented in the first violins in D major and repeated by the piano in a playful variation (119-126):

A transition of brilliant trills and triplets in two, rising, two-bar sequences, against which the woodwinds interject the repeated notes of motive
X, leads to modulatory Theme Bx.
As in the orchestral exposition, it is in three, four-bar sequences but
this time in the keys of d minor in the first violins (132), F major in the
flutes and first violins (138), and C major in the oboes (142).

In the last

sequence the piano provides a countermelody of flowing sixteenth notes. As
the piano continues, its ornate flow melts into a transition, similar to the
one found in the orchestral exposition, that leads to the closing (157).

A

sudden diminished seventh chord brings about a six-bar insertion (164-169)
consisting of the piano's rising chromatic scales against the strings' single
reminder of the A theme motive.

The swooping and rising chromatic scales are

joined by long, right hand trills that Classical composers often used to end
the first movement's solo exposition in concertos.

Beethoven, however, uses

the trills to gently lead to still another repetition of the Closing Theme,
this time sweet and expressive in D major instead of majestic (170-174).
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At this point the orchestral closing section begins (174-192).

The

same material is used as in the closing of the orchestral exposition but
in the dominant key.
After the loud orchestral closing, the development begins (193) with
the piano's softly interrupting the orchestra's closing using a tritone
figure similar to the one that began the solo exposition.

Its opening note

is F natural, which negates the previous D major tonality and chromatically
modulates the beginning of the development to f minor.

A pianissimo figure

of descending scales in triplets evolves from the x motive, creating a
plaintive mood (196-203):

After two, four-bar phrases (2+2, 2+2) which modulate from f to d minor,
the piano suddenly comes alive and turbulent with a broken chord figure in
b minor (204).

Sectionally the woodwinds quietly work out motive x as the

first violins and cellos concern themselves with imitation of the previous
triplet figure.

The combination of these three things is treated sequential-

ly in rising fifths--b minor, f# minor, c# minor--in four-bar phrases (2+2).
In the second section of the development (216-230) the piano takes
over with a short developmental passage in c# minor on:

18
Then the piano begins a fantasia-like,, arpeggiated passage in which compression, aided by stepwise ascent, creates momentum and builds to a great
climax (222-226):

z::::w^f^i-^smm
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A climactic, wavering, chromatic scale finally terminates in disintegrating
trills that melt into Section 3 of the development (231-253).
As the pizzacato string basses sound the head of motive x, the piano
has a simple melody that modulates chromatically from c# minor to E major
as it is presented in unison, in octaves, and then in harmony:

i
ff

doi ce

An E major derivative of Theme A in the flutes and oboes is answered in
e minor by the clarinets and bassoons as the piano has a countermelody of
triplet arpeggios.

A fugato in G major begins in the piano with a short

countersubject in the woodwinds (239-242):

19
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Next, the string basses begin the subject and the horns the countersubject.
Against this the remainder of the orchestra has quarter and eighth notes,
and the piano has triplets so that a two against three rhythm is heard.
After floating down stepwise in these same rhythms, the orchestra softly
heralds the return of Theme A with the head motive.

As the piano plays

broken chords in triplets, both the piano and the orchestra crescendo to
fortissimo in only a few measures.

Rapid dynamic growth coupled with

rhythmic compression in the orchestra (note strings bars 249-250) creates
great musical and emotional excitement.

Fortissimo and sforzando cadential

chords, with an interesting second beat sforzando by the divisi horns,
bring about the recapitulation.
The recapitulation (253) opens with the beginning phrase of the concerto presented loudly and heroically in the piano.

Intensity is only mo-

mentary as gentleness is restored by the orchestral answer from the orchestral exposition, accompanied by a countermelody of high-range triplets in
the piano.
The bridge (267) begins as it does in the solo exposition but is only
half as long in the recapitulation.

The piano's statement of Theme A (270)

is shortened because the oboes and bassoons begin to modulate using motive
X.

The piano interjects two chords as if in disapproval before beginning

an ascending E flat major scale that rises to another bridge theme (275).
Bridge Theme 2 in E flat major is a lofty, improvisational-like melody that
is similar in nature to Bridge Theme 1 in B flat major.

(Note the third
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key relationships to the G major tonal center.)
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In bar 280 a German augmented sixth chord incurs an enharmonic modulation
from E flat to G major.

The piano becomes more decisive in triplets and

then in sixteenth notes on the dominant of G major (281) before making arches
with the D major scale.
(286).

These lead to a statement of Theme B2 in the tonic

From this point the recapitulation proceeds as it did in the solo

exposition with appropriate key changes until bar 341 where the coda begins.
The coda opens with orchestral closing section material (6) before a
pause on a 4 chord signals the cadenza (346).

Beethoven composed two ca-

denzas for the first movement of this concerto.
Archduke Rudolph his choice.

He was evidently giving

Although there are published cadenzas by Clara

Schumann, Johannes Brahms, and Donald Tovey, one of Beethoven's own cadenzas
is normally used in performance.
Beethoven, knowing that some pages of solo will intervene, repeats the
closing theme tenderly in the tonic (347), getting very ornate halfway through.
Very quietly the piano's melody floats upward and is followed by a derivative
of Theme A in a first violins-piano duet (356).

As the violins continue in

eighth notes, the piano plays the melody in triplets so that a two against
three rhythm is heard as in Section 3 of the development.

As this dies, a

long crescendo of scales in the piano against the Theme A motive in the strings
begins an upward surge until it pervades the entire orchestra, ending the
movement in triumph.
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Second Movement: Andante con moto
SECTION 1 (1-13):

SECTION 2 (14-26):

Tutti ^

Solo ^

Tutti ^
e

Solo ^
D--e

SECTION 3 (26-38):

Tutti

Solo^

Tutti^

Solo

Tutti"*" Solo

Tutti^

(Solo

+ Tutti^)

SECTION 4 (39-46):
Tu-tti^ Solo^ Tutti^ Solo

SECTION 5 (47-63):

Tutti^ Solo^ Tutti^ Solo"*-

Solo

9
SECTION 6 (64-72): (Tutti + Solo)
e
The slow movement has a significance altogether out of proportion to
its length.

It is a mere seventy-two bars of music and looks in the score

more like an interlude than a full-fledged second movement. It reveals at
once how far Beethoven has been emancipated from such eighteenth century
conventions as concealment of personal feeling and human values behind a
formal detachment.

The personal drama of this movement was quite new in

instrumental music. An extraordinary dialogue--perhaps representing
Florestan and Eusebius, the individual against the crowd--is conducted
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between the piano and the orchestra (strings only) set against each other,
Each takes its turn and serves as an unequivocal contrast to the other in
mood, tone color, dynamics, and harmonic texture.
The hard, incisive phrase in e minor of unaccompanied recitative
in octaves by the strings

is answered by a molto cantabile piano statement:

The second portion of dialogue follows (14-26) in which the piano's
statement begins in D major, a distant relationship to the e minor tonal
center of the movement.

In the third portion (26-38), the urgent, rhythmic

orchestra (-iT-ffl |J3^ J^I-^0 interrupts one beat sooner than before with a
two-bar statement to begin four brief interplays with the smoother, expressive soloist (TJ7?IJJ*7).

These dialogues create a sense of urgency by

being compressed and ascending stepwise the interval of a fourth.
The passage is given again (39-46), and this time the orchestra
gradually gets meeker as the piano continues its constant replies that
reach a higher note each time.

Finally as the piano achieves its peak on

e'*' (47), the mollified strings melt into a pizzacato harmony, signifying submission and the next portion of the piece.

The conflict is resolved

in a piano fantasy with a slightly stormy cadenza of chromaticisms.
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After this, the strings, accepting the situation, play peacefully
(64).

They finally settle upon an e minor chord, above which the piano

utters its final, lovely phrase.
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Third Movement: Vivace
EXPOSITION (1-215):

^. , to . I'o .4^

3^^^^^ ; H < W n u . n ^. i'tP . 15

G

e --A--D

(8jg) ^^+2+2H28+l)
Clos. and Trans. •L'+ + o + ^^ ^^
D
d--C
G

a a' b
^10+10+11

a
(444) (4 + 4)
Bridge^ + 6 ^+ 6
g
E"

DEVELOPMENT (216-298):
(444)
(444)
(4+^)
Section 1 (216-251): 8 + 4 + 8 + 4 + 8 + 4
gV
X)t»
f--f# dim. 7 (resolves to gm)
I/V broken chords = 8-bar phrases
Ab - Ac dialogues = 4-bar phrases
Section 2 (252-272):

Section 3 (272-298):

(444) (444) 4
g
c
D
15 + 12
D---V of G

Descending chordal outlines in
piano against Ab-Aa in orchestra
12=Preparation for recapitulation

RECAPITULATION (299-415):
,.^ ,^
(4-M+6) (4+2+2) (17+15+34)
Th. B ^^ "^ ^^ Clos. & Trans, to Coda 14 +
8 + 65
G
g--E'
c=IV of I
CODA (416-600):

(15^9)

(4^4)

Th. A ^^ Bri. Motive °
G

(4+p)

Trans. ^^
F#

Th. B ^^^ Th. B--Trans. "^^
C
G

"Ad" in orchestra + Triplets in piano ^°
G
^
^ 1^
Presto
G

TV, A lO-M+19
Th. A

Th. A ^0+16

Cadenza

(4+4)
Dolce ^

/T\
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The last, whispering, suspended chord of the piano in the second
movement is swept away as the viyace. theme of the rondo sonata (further
brightened by the restoration of the major mode) is presented pianissimo
by the strings beginning on the subdominant.
construction.

The A theme has an aa'ba

The a part is comprised of four motives that are used through

the remainder of the movement:

the rhythmic repetition of the opening note--

one quarter followed by two sixteenth notes--in the first two bars; the rising arpeggio on the subdominant in the third and fourth bars; the succession
of melody notes, each ornamented by a lower neighboring note in an eighth,
two sixteenth notes rhythm in the next four bars; and finally the last two
bars consisting of two staccato, descending notes ending on the tonic chord:
Vlslco/

i).

-^'

. . ^-^^

cL

After a decorated version of this is presented by the piano, the b part is
played by the first violins and then the piano (21-31).

It begins with the

rhythm of an eighth followed by two sixteenths, drawn from Ac:

(Jwf m J>j|;7 r \in

r.if

5

i

The last measure of the b part is tossed from the strings, to the piano, to
the violins, and then to the woodwinds in diminution.
The orchestra brilliantly resumes the a portion of the theme with
trumpets and timpani appearing for the first time in the concerto (32), and
this becomes the bridge.

A bridge motive of octave leaps (41-48) is heard

in G major, four bars in the first violins answered by four measures in the
piano, before being repeated in a similar manner in e minor.

A short dia-

logue between orchestra and piano takes place (57) before the piano ascends
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stepwise into a twelve-bar preparation for Theme B on the dominant (68).
This preparation features piano triplets effectively accompanied by pizzicato strings.
Theme B in D major (80-92) is a leisurely and serene melody for the
»

piano in very wide, three-part harmony with the string bass having a deep
tonic pedal:

The piano breaks a repetition as the orchestra gives a counterstatement in
intricate polyphony (^5-110).

Thinking the polyphony too complicated, the

piano, in brilliant broken chords, begins a closing section that becomes
transitional (110-159).
Tonic and dominant chords alternate in three phrases (4+4+6), the
last containing compression of dominant-tonic harmonies of F#7 resolving
to b, D^ to G, B^ to e, and A to D.

A repeat of these phrases (124-131)

begins (4+2+2) before the piano gets carried away outlining a G' chord for
twenty-eight bars as the orchestra interrupts with interjections of Aa.
The extended G^ treatment is in preparation for the beginning on the subdominant of G major that follows.

After long scalar runs by the piano,

which negate the suspended mood, the A theme returns, which is expected
in a rondo sonata.
Although Theme A recurs unaltered, three changes appear in the bridge
that follows.

First, the bridge motive occurs'in both G major and g minor

(200-207) instead of G major only as it does in the analogous place in the
first bridge (41-48).

Too, the repeat of this phrase (208-215) is in E flat

major instead of e minor as before.

Finally, the twenty-eight bar chordal
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outline is omitted.

In its place the development section unexpectedly begins

The first part of the development (216-251) consists of three, eightbar sequences (4+4) of tonic and dominant broken chords in the piano in E
flat major, b flat minor, and f minor--themselves rising fifths--(216-223,
228-235, 240-247).

Against these energetic arpeggios are arches of eighth

note arpeggios played by the strings.

Between these phrases are four-bar

developmental passages of Ab and Ac motives in dialogue between the woodwinds
and violins (224-228, 236-240).

After the third eight-bar phrase, the piano--

using the Ab motive--outlines an F# diminished seventh chord for four bars
(248-252) before the second part of the development begins.
This part (252-272) breaks into five, four-measure sequences of descending, triplet, chordal outlines in the piano against pizzicato Ab motives
in the strings in imitation and reiterated Aa motives in the woodwinds.
(An ingenious effect is created by the timpani as a bass to the winds.)
Harmonically the phrases are related as follows:

f# diminished seventh

resolving to g; b diminished seventh to c; A dominant seventh to D.
The arrival in D major marks the beginning of the third section
(272-298) of the development.

The piano has a phrase (4+4) of forte, al-

ternating chords against single notes before it begins a brisk, ascending,
chromatic passage.

Following this are twelve measures of dominant prepara-

tion for the recapitulation, which begins in the tonic.
Since Theme A begins on the subdominant, the recapitulation (299)
therefore begins with Theme B in the tonic key to maintain the dominanttonic relationship of the preparation and the recapitulation.

The recapitu-

lation proceeds normally until measure 351 where instead of the piano's
outlining a G^ chord for twenty-eight bars, it outlines an E flat major
chord as the orchestral interjects hints of Aa.

Suddenly Theme A appears
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in the violas (368), this time played legato against the piano's continuous
E flat chord outlines and the string basses' Aa motive.

The woodwinds then

quietly sound motive Ad against pizzicato strings and the piano's soft sixteenth notes.

Suddenly the full orchestra enters with motives Ad and Aa

on an f# diminished deventh chord (391).
ing bass, a G

chord is reached in dominant preparation for the upcoming

subdominant of G major tonality.
the G

Through a chromatically descend-

The piano begins a slow arpeggiation of

chord for fourteen bars (402-415) before another sweeping scale

leads to Theme A again in the piano (416).
This new variation, which begins the coda, is accompanied by a clarinet descant that plays the skeleton of Theme A.

The orchestra enters in

full force for its statement (426) that leads to the jumping octaves bridge
motive in the violins and then the piano (435).

Instead of a repeat of the

bridge motive as previously seen, the piano takes off in eighth note tonic
and dominant broken chords (443) before changing to triplets on the dominant
chord (450) that greatly diminish in volume and modulate to the distant
key of F# major.

The piano begins the placid B theme in this key (459)

but is interrupted by the orchestra after four bars.

The piano begins

again in C major (467) and is again interrupted after four bars by the orchestra.

This time the cellos begin Theme B in G major (475) that is taken

up by the first violins (479), trio of flutes, oboes, and bassoons (483),
and then trio of second bassoons, violas, and string basses (487).

During

all of this the piano busies itself with ascending G major scales.

Soon

(491) the entire orchestra begins an ascending, stepwise sequence with
fourth beat accents that leads to a fortissimo ^ chord for a cadenza.
thoven specifically says that this cadenza must be short.

Bee-

This is followed

by piano trills, against which Ad is heard in augmentation in the horns.
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After twelve bars (6+6) of piano triplets, another variation of Theme A
is heard in a duet of divisi clarinets and bassoons (520).

This is ac-

companied by broken chords in the piano and an effective alternating
note-chord accompaniment in the pizzicato strings.

Theme A is repeated

(530) in a close canon between the piano and divisi clarinets and bassoons.
After a dolce phrase (444) in the piano (546), the tempo suddenly quickens
to presto.

The piano's trills against the orchestra's oscillating eighth

notes build to a great climax, and the full orchestra storms in with Theme A
more lively than ever in this quicker tempo (568).

After the first state-

ment the woodwinds and the piano, answered by pizzicato strings, have
four bars of a varied repeat of Ad (577).

The piano begins in pianissimo

triplet figures (582) against which are heard two phrases of horn fifths.
As the piano triplets crescendo, the horn fifths are replaced by Aa motives
in the entire orchestra.

Combined piano and orchestra sound the concluding

cadential chords that end this monumental work.

CHAPTER III

CHAPIN PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2 IN F MINOR, OP. 21

Introduction
It has long been the general critical consensus that Chopin's two
piano concertos do not represent him at his best.

"All the interest,"

wrote Berlioz, "is concentrated in the piano part; the orchestra of his
concertos is nothing but a cold and almost useless accompaniment."-^^
The perfunctory treatment of the orchestra in the concertos can be attributed in part to the example of Chopin's model, Hummel.

Hummel also

gave the orchestra a subordinate role in his concertos, and his lead was
followed not only by Chopin but also by most of the lesser known concerto
composers of the early Romantic period—Field, Kalkbrenner, and Moscheles.
Since Chopin was not comfortable dealing with large scale compositions and their orchestration, the question arises why he undertook them
in the first place.

The two concertos were composed in Warsaw before he

went to Paris when it was necessary for his future success that he become
established through public concerts.-'--^ So, to arm himself before confronting the musical world, he wrote his two concertos.

The F minor Piano

Concerto, Op. 21—composed in 1829 when Chopin was nineteen—was actually
written before his E minor Piano Concerto, Op. 11—composed in 1830.

Abraham Veinus, The Concerto (London:
1948), p. 224.
11

Ibid.
30

The

Cassell and Company Limited,
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delay in its publication, which produces the confusion over the order of
composition, was caused in part by Chopin's having mislaid or lost the
original orchestral parts on his way from Warsaw to Paris via Vienna in
1830-1831; he did not want to re-write the parts.

The F minor Piano Con-

certo is dedicated to Countess Delphine Potocka, a longtime friend who
sang to Chopin on his deathbed.
Chopin composed six large scale works between 1827 and 1831--Variations,
Op. 2 (1827), Fantasia, Op. 13 (1828), "Krakowiak" Concert Rondo. Op. 14
(1828), Grand Polonaise, Op. 22 (1830-1831), and the two piano concertos.
Thereafter he made no effort to unite piano and orchestra again (with the
exception of the Allegro de Concert, Op. 46, never scored) partly because he
no longer needed show pieces with which to appear before the public.

He

abandoned active concertizing for salon playing, which enabled him to move
in aristocratic circles.
of the aristocracy.

Too, he made a good living teaching the daughters

In composition the piano was his chosen solo instrument

and the smaller forms his chosen medium.
Attempts have been made to re-orchestrate and arrange Chopin's two
piano concertos by Klindworth, Granados, and Burmeister.

However, the con-

certos were conceived in terms of the keyboard, and modification of the orchestral part without changing the piano writing also is hardly possible.
To alter the piano part would be unthinkable.
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First Movement: Maestoso

ORCHESTRAL EXPOSITION (1-70):

Th. A
f

4+4

(A+4)

(18+4+5)
28
Bridge

Theme B

8 + 6

(10+12)
22
Clos.
f

SOLO EXPOSITION (71-180):

Intro.
f

4

^
.8 ^
.
Th. A
Th. A

(4+4) (2+8)
(4+4+2)
(444)
8+10t4„
..
8+2+10 'Th. „9+19
10 + 8 + 12
Bridge
B
Clos.
•c---g,a,D,C--AJ»--Et,c
E>-At>-

ORCHESTRAL CLOSING (181-205):

25
c

DEVELOPMENT ( 2 0 5 - 2 6 9 ) :

1 8 + 4 + 8

Section

(205-224) A»>
(444) (2+2+2+2) (2+2+2)
Section 2
8 +
8
+ 6
+
(225-256)
bl'-D>,e>,C,G-G,c,f

F V k\>--h>

10
G»',at',b»',f

arpeggios, broken chords, etc

as orchestral closing section

13
f

Section 3
(257-269)

deals with Theme A

RECAPITULATION (269-336)
Th. A *
f

Th. B ^ + Z l
At-

CODA (337-348):

Clos.
f,c,d,G,F-Dt'--A^Dl^,f-

12
f

The orchestral exposition of Chopin's F minor Piano Concerto opens
wi

th a statement of Theme A by the strings, the basis of Chopin's orchestra,

(4+4).

Its distinctly rhythmical melodic motive recurs quite frequently.

^^-^P
IS"

ifV

Jf
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The succeeding bridge (9-36), which begins quietly in the tonic,
utilizes syncopation and repetition of melodic ideas to build power.
Exactly halfway through the bridge the music modulates and finally arrives in A flat major, the relative major key, for the presentation of
Theme B (37) by the oboe and then the flute (4+4).

It is preceded by

a single statement of motive x from Theme A:

(ntt\&a 1^

{tor.,-,iM'r[jj,.7|^p^^

The first violins, effectively accompanied by pizzacato cellos and
string basses, repeat the pleasant melody(45), which in turn melts
into the closing material of the orchestral exposition (50).
The closing contains numerous second beat accents and a quarter,
sixteenth notes rhythmic motive seen in the bridge.

Too, it also con-

tains an important motive seen later in the work (64):

t± b ^ t r | r J : 3

ia

J J

\^-J'(

A quiet dialogue between flutes and clarinets and the strings follows this.
It is not until two bars into the soloist's introductory passage that a
V-I cadence occurs in the tonic.

In some performances the ritornello is

shortened by jumping from the end of the bridge (36) to the flute-clarinet,
string dialogue (65). This results in Theme B not being heard until its
presentation in the solo exposition.
The solo exposition begins with an introductory fortissimo plunge
in the piano after which Theme A is heard in f minor (444).

By this

point the piano has taken charge, and it begins Theme A2 (83), which is
similar to Ai:
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The theme has an embellished melodic line and a divided chord instead of
blocked chord accompaniment.

A repeat of A2 with even more elaborate

embellishment begins (90) and is slightly extended, becoming fierce.

Still

in f minor the piano makes keyboard ascent and descent in sixteenth notes
as the strings provide harmonic support.
The bridge contains brilliant passage work for the piano.

A two-bar

tune in f minor begins (105), which is then repeated an octave higher in
both hands.

A third repeat seems to begin (109), but after the first five

notes, another one-bar idea is taken up.

(This repetition pattern plays

an important role in the closing section of the solo exposition.)

The

second repeat of the one-bar idea is extended and leads to an E flat
major section (115).

There the strings graduate from providing only

harmonic support in the bridge to providing a countermelody against the
piano's sixteenth note tune, which again utilizes repetition.

After a

sweeping dominant seventh arpeggio, the piano settles into Theme B in
A flat major (125).
A subsequent repetition of this theme (133) contains highly elaborate
fioriture combined with long leaps and irregular groupings.

It is extended

and uses t3rpical Chopinesque accompaniment figures and voice leading.

W'

vo'ce

feacLinq '*" bass
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In bar 143 a modulation to c minor, the dominant minor key of the piece,
occurs.

The final three measures of this section (148-150) are particu-

larly plaintive and expressive, exhibiting Chopin's great lyricism.
The closing section of the solo exposition continues in c minor

(151) w i t h :
MSoluL-f

JVgJj? ' j l

~Z1

w-

w
^

The repetition principle of the bridge is used--statement plus two repeats
(2+2+2), the second of which grows into a new idea that is itself repeated.
Harmonically the first four bars are in c minor, and the last two, which
change, are in g minor.
a step.

The repeat of the changed bars is in a minor, up

The last two bars, sequential treatment of the same material, are

moving harmonically to A flat major.

Two new two-bar ideas, each repeated

and each using inner voice counterpoint are introduced in A flat major (161

and 165):

QS'fft J ^ )

ivvfj .'iP??..!!^ ^A..%.:^
W ^ W tt>'Ct^'^'<r

=;^^^
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A third idea, accompanied by running sixteenth notes, is presented in
E flat major, which is reached by chromatic modulation (D flat becomes
D natural) (169):

A B diminished seventh chord negates the E flat major tonality and begins
the re-establishment of c minor, which began the closing section.

Using

arpeggios and then accented broken chords, the piano builds great tension
that is brought to a climax by piano trills and syncopated string accompaniment.

At last the subdued orchestra bursts forth to begin the or-

chestral closing section in c minor (181).
After eight, forte bars containing some syncopation, the head of
Theme A2 is heard in a soft clarinet-bassoon duet.

Quietly the strings

sound Theme Axx in dialogue with the winds before joining them forte.
After six rhythmic bars and a sudden hush, a rich, beautiful melody immerges from the oboes, reinforced by the first violins and flutes (199):

f''''^UiJg'i^^
Then the flutes and clarinets provide a very gentle rendition of Theme Axx,
which dovetails the bassoon's solo statement of a fragment of Theme B.
After a deceptive cadence the development section, which contains
little true development but a great deal of brilliant passage work for
the piano, begins in A flat major.

The first section (206-224) starts

with a derivation of Theme A in the piano.

This four-bar idea is repeated
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by the piano up a whole step before another deceptive cadence leads to
F flat major (214):.

The flutes and oboes sound the motive, accompanied

by sixteenth note piano runs.

After an augmented sixth chord in bar 216,

the piano resumes its soloistic role in A flat major (217-224).

However,

as it develops the head of Theme A between scalar passages and varieties
of pianistic coloratura, a b flat minor tonality is soon established.
Throughout this section the clarinets, bassoons, and horns interject
motivic fragments, and the strings offer harmonic support.
In the second section of the development (225-256), which covers a
very wide range of keys, the soloist is given a free rein

to gallop over

the keyboard in many ornamented and unornamented arpeggios, broken chords,
.and short scalar fragments.

Repetition and sequential treatment of materi-

al are prime developmental devices in this section.

For example, in the

first phrase of this section (4+4) the last four bars are a repeat of the
first four but in the tonic of the b flat minor tonality instead of the
dominant.

The second phrase (2+2+2+2) is comprised of repetitions of the

first two bars of the first phrase in different tonalities--2 in D flat
major, 2 in e flat minor, 2 in C major, and 2 in G major.

The absence of

the winds at the beginning of the next phrase (241) produces a much lighter
texture as the piano continues its runs.

Here again, sequential treat-

ment of material, this time by dropping fifths, is found--2 bars in G major,
2 in c minor, and 2 in f minor.
G flat major.

In bar 247 the music seemingly arrives in

However, two bars later a chromatic modulation shifts the

key to a flat minor for a measure (249).

This material is sequenced up a

step, b flat minor, in the next measure.

The D diminished seventh chord of

bar 251, embellished by scalar fragments, prepares for the returning f minor
tonality.

Throughout this section the orchestra does little more than
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provides harmonic support and occasionally interjects fragments of Theme A^^x
in duets and in imitation.

The piano's climactic, descending, chromatic

scale in thirds over an impressive timpani roll leads directly into the
third and final section of the development (257-269).
This robust orchestral tutti, which begins on the dominant of f minor,
is similar in character to that of the orchestral closing section and assumes the role of a closing section to the development.

After ten bars it

suddenly quietens, and the strings softly announce the head of Theme A
one bar before the shortened recapitulation begins.
Having been reminded a bit prematurely, the piano--warmed in effect
by the violas and cellos--presents the first four bars of Theme A in f
minor (269).

Omitting the bridge, the piano suddenly flowers into Theme B

in the relative major key (273).

As in the exposition, a repeat of the

theme and an extension occurs. Whereas the extension in the solo exposition
remains melodic throughout, the final ten bars in the recapitulation Theme B
extension (291-301) assume a more virtuosic effect with broken chords, arpeggios, and highly chromatic scalar passages.

Too, the modulation to the

dominant key to begin the closing section of the solo exposition occurs
early in the extension.

However, in the recapitulation, modulation to the

tonic for the closing section does not happen until the last bars.
The closing section, beginning in the tonic (301), proceeds normally
with corresponding key changes.

There is, however, the addition of more

extended arpeggio treatment near the end of the section than in the solo
exposition.
The orchestral tutti (337) begins the brief coda.

Following a few bars

of robust sixteenth notes characteristic of the previous orchestral tuttis
and three final reminders of the head of Theme A, the movement ends on auniscn.
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Second Movement:

Larghetto

"Whilst my thoughts were with her, I composed the adagio (Larghetto)
of my concerto."

12

Chopin's thoughts were with Constantia Gladowska, a

voice pupil at the Warsaw Conservatory in 1829 with whom Chopin fell madly
in love.

He raved to his friends about her and never so much as uttered

a word to her in the first six months of his adoration.

Writing to a

friend about his idol, he stopped abruptly after the syllable "Con--" remarking:

"No, I cannot complete her name, my hand is too unworthy."•'•^

The romance, such as it was, remained largely an affair in letters—between
Chopin and his friends.

The young pianist-composer left Warsaw, and Con-

stantia soon became the wife of a Polish tradesman.

Nevertheless, pos-

terity owes much to Constantia for inspiring a work of undescribable beauty,
one that both Schumann and Liszt greatly admired and that Chopin himself
was fond of playing.
Before discussing this movement, its Chopin Nocturne-like qualities
should be noted.

First of all, the ternary form of this piece is found

in thirteen of the nineteen Nocturnes.

As in this movement, many Nocturnes

have an extended melody, essentially vocal and extremely expressive, played
and ornamented by the right hand over a rocking eighth note accompaniment
in the bass.

Also, as in the Nocturnes, the good voice leading in the

accompaniment often creates the effect of a second voice in the bass and
gives direction to the phrase.

12seaman, Great Orchestral Music, p. 104
I3xbid.
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Introduction (1-6)
A'

J_(45-74)

(5+7)

Coda (89-95)
A'

6

4-3
C

A.(7-25)

+

3

+

5

8

+

8

+ 8

•d'

+

3
E'

A' (25-45)
•A'
A (73-89)

9 + 9 + 4

8 + 9

-A'

7

In the six-bar introduction in A flat major, the unison strings have
a dialogue with a woodwind section quintet. The piano then enters (6) with
a highly ornamented main theme that seems to grow naturally from measure to
measure without becoming the least bit tiresome:

This theme flows to a contrasted and less elaborate passage in octaves
(15-22):

X
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Using an F sharp diminished seventh chord on the fourth beat of bar 20,
the music modulates to E flat major, and a final three-bar phrase in E flat
major concludes the A section.
The same section is repeated in A flat major again (25) but with
further decorative elaboration of the melody in the piano. Chopin uses
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practically every conceivable non-harmonic tone.

In this section, as in

the first, the strings continue their supportive role in mostly long note
values.

The concluding four bars of this section begin with a striking

deceptive cadence that modulates from A flat major to a flat minor (42).
Three separate one-bar dialogues between strings and piano, which confirm
the new tonality for the upcoming B section, transpire before the piano's
sweeping arpeggio in the third and final dialogue launches the B section.
The B section, which opens in a flat minor, features the piano in
octaves throughout, accompanied by suspenseful tremolo strings and pizzicato string basses (46). This dramatic, recitative-like middle section
heightens the operatic flavor of the middle section.

(Chopin wrote an

alternative bass to the piano part for these twenty-eight bars for use
when there is no orchestral accompaniment.)

After two phrases (5+7) in

a flat minor (45-57), the piano and the flutes, paired with clarinets,
begin a dialogue, the first three-bar statement in C flat major and the
second in d flat minor.

With each repetition the piano becomes more

elaborate until after the third repetition of five measures the piano
continues in a very operatic, poignant manner.

Dominant preparation for

the returning A section is provided by the orchestra and the piano.

Follow-

ing three trills, the piano delicately ascends a two octave A flat major
scale before floating downward in a very bell-like, ethereal mood.

This

settles into the return of the A section (73-89).
The return of the A section in A flat major is shortened and exemplifies how Chopin's embellished melodies can recur with ever-increasing
richness; the embroidery of notes rises to even greater heights of loveliness in passages such as the following example.

The octave passage assumes

new interest as the bassoon begins a canon at the octave (82) which evolves
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into a countermelody.
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After a dominant preparation in which the piano

ascends in thirds and then descends in an ornamented figure, the identical
introductory material with its strings-woodwinds dialogue, followed by an
ascending triplet arpeggio in the piano, forms the seven measure coda to
an elegant and lovely movement
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Third Movement: Allegro vivace
EXPOSITION (1-197):
a a'b a"
Th. A 8+8+8+21

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

^ 20

Bridge ^^^^^

f

(8+8) (444) (8+8)

e**--A»>-D*'-f-b^---c--f--A»'

8
Trans, to Bx

8+8
Th. Bx

8
Th. B2
a.y>

AJ»

«
Th. B3^
A^

(4+4+4)
Closing ^ + 12

DEVELOPMENT (197-324):
Section 1 (197-213):

(8+8)
16
At
4+4
(12+12) + 8
A^xxxxxxxC ^

Section 2 (213-260):

Piano triplets
Section 3 (261-284):

4+4
8

+

+

Piano triplets+B2

8 + 8 + 8
Cl'
eh
DV*

Section 4 (285-309):

8 + 1 7
f
C

Trans.

Clos. Th. used

Th. B, developed in 3 keys
Piano triplets + Theme B,

Preparation for Recapitulation (309-324):

8 + 8
C
xx--f

RECAPITULATION (325-404):
a a'b
Th. A ^"^"^"^^ (Th. A^
f

Clos. Th.-^^ Th. A^^)

Clos. to Theme A ^^

CODA (405-514):

(8+8+8)
Intro.

8

(8J8)

Piano triplets

^^
Repeat of first 20 bars

Y

3 sequences
F

°7th rolled chords, trill, etc.
21

C l o s i n g theme t h e n r u s h i n g
F-

arpeggios
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Following the nocturnal slow movement is the third movement in sonata
allegro form.

The piano and the orchestra share the presentation of the A

theme, which has an aa'ba" construction.

The piano states the a and a'

portions of the theme in f minor (8+8):

Then the orchestra expounds the eight-bar b portion.

The third beat accents.

which shift to second beat accents, provide rhythmic interest
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Another statement of a that is ornamented, expanded within, and extended in
length follows in the piano (25-44).

In this phrase, motive repetition and

and repetition of a passage an octave lower accounts for the expansion and the
extension respectively.
theme (45-64).

An orchestral tutti serves as a closing to the A

The dialogue in the first part of the tutti between the

fortissimo orchestra and the soft flute-clarinet duet is quite effective.
The bridge (65-141) opens with an f minor descending arpeggio phrase
(8+8) in the piano which is then repeated in e flat minor.

The triplet

figure of the preceding phrase gains greater importance as it dominates
the right hand in the next section.

The left hand examplifies Chopin's

typically wide-spaced accompaniment figures and fine voice leading.
section of the bridge forms a small aba in itself.

This

The first a is composed

of two eight-bar statements of the same material, one in A flat major and
the other in D flat major (81-96).

In the statements the clarinets and

bassoons and the flutes and bassoons respectively provide an imitative
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countermelody against the piano's theme, which is alternately accompanied
by pizzicato and bowed strings.

The b consists of two similar four-bar

phrases in f and b flat minor (97-104).

The return of a follows the same

8+8 construction but this time in the keys of b flat and c minor.

As be-

fore, the clarinets and bassoons and the flutes and bassoons have an imitative duet, but this time the strings alternate between pizzicato and
arco.

The next eight-bar, modulatory phrase (121-128) features octave

triplets in the piano in an ascent and descent of the keyboard as the
strings descend by half steps.

This leads to an eight-bar, transitional

orchestral tutti in A flat major.

The clarinets and bassoons and then the

flutes and oboes have a dialogue with the strings, the first violins playing a fragment of the A theme.

As the strings continue, the flutes pro-

vide a brief, melodic countermelody.
A unique and effective col legno string accompaniment ushers in
Theme Bx (145-160).

It is presented in A flat major by the piano in an

eight-bar phrase which is repeated:

The piano continues to present two more eight-bar themes in immediat e success ion--Theme B2 in a flat minor (161-168) and Theme B3 in A flat major
(169-176).

Each of the three themes is presented in octaves, which has

been seen earlier in this concerto (II, B section).

In this section as

well as the succeeding sections the strings assume much greater importance
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than they have previously; they provide harmonic support in addition to
momentum to some of the phrases.
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The closing section in A flat major begins with an important melody
that recurs in the movement. (177-184):

The B themes and the closing theme are similar to each other in that all
of them contain triplets as well as have a second or third beat accent in
their melodies.

The closing section continues with two, two-bar patterns

of piano triplets that are each repeated plus four more measures.
Very unobtrusively the first section of the development begins in
A flat major (197-213).

It consists of two, eight-bar phrases of mainly

triplets in the piano . Complementing the piano's part is a clarinet and
a bassoon countermelody.
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At the beginning of the next section (213-260) the piano retains
its triplet figures still in A flat major.

By means of sequential com-

pression, keyboard ascent, and the strings' supporting assistance, the
piano builds to a climax.
floats down stepwise.

As harmonic movement continues, the piano

Then it slips into one more eight-bar phrase of

triplets before the left hand announces a fragment of Theme B2 (245) in
C flat major.

In true Chopin fashion this is repeated before an eight-bar

transition phrase begins (253), which contains a fragment of the closing
theme.
The third section of the development (261-284) is comprised of
three, eight-bar statements of Theme Bx in the left hand against right
hand triplets in the keys of C flat major, e flat minor, and D flat major.
Section four of the development (285-309) opens in f minor with a
great keyboard descent that ends in an orchestral unison.

The piano ren-

ders the first four bars of Theme Bx three times in C major (293) before
descending in an arpeggio that leads into the preparation for the recapitulation (309-324).
The preparation begins when the divided clarinets play a melody (4+4)
which is decorated by delicate lacework in the piano (309):
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In an ethereal, suspended manner the solo piano--in eighth note tritones
in the left hand and triplets in the right hand--chromatically descends
the keyboard (317).

This floats into the return of Theme A (325).

The recapitulation (325-404) proceeds normally through the aa'b parts
of the A theme, all in the tonic.

However, a" (349) contains an artful
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insertion of sixteen measures of the closing theme (353) after four bars
of A have been heard.
it left off (369).
theme.

After those sixteen bars. Theme A resumes where

It is followed by a seventeen-bar closing to the A

The B themes are not present in the recapitulation.

A passage for solo horn marked cor, de Signal, which produces a striking brass effect, announces the opening of the coda in bright F major
(405).

The triplets of the B themes' melodies are heard in an eight-bar

phrase which is in turn repeated.

An eight-bar extension follows (425)

that leads to one more scalar, fantasia, eight-bar phrase before stepwise
ascent in triplet broken chords launches a repeat of the first twenty
bars of the coda (449).

At bar 469 begins three, four-measure sequences

that are accompanied by stepwise movement in the strings.

A short series

of chromatically ascending rolled diminished seventh chords follows.
After more piano triplets, a written out trill (the first one seen in this
concerto), and a brief fortissimo orchestral tutti--all of which are
dominant preparation and quite anticipatory--a delicate rendition of the
11

closing theme in F major takes place in the piano (493-501).

A fortissimo

tt
downward plunge and an upward sweep of ornamented arpeggios in octaves in

M

is
the piano bring the concerto to its final, tutti, tonic triads.
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CHAPTER IV

SCHUMANN PIANO CONCERTO IN A MINOR, OP. 54

Introduction
"I have learned more counterpoint from Jean Paul (Richter) than
from my music teacher," said Robert Schumann.

From the first Schumann's

interest was divided between music and literature.

His literary taste

was developed in the reading of Goethe, Jean Paul Richter, Byron, and
E. T. A. Hoffmann; and the young man composed piano pieces at the same
time he wrote poetry.

His mother, on the other hand, insisted that

Schumann study law, which he did until Friedrich Wieck (1785-1873),
father of his prospective wife, convinced Schumann's mother that Robert,
nearly twenty, should devote himself to music.

Desiring to become a

virtuoso pianist, Schumann devised a contrivance that was intended to
quickly strengthen his left hand third finger, but instead, it ruined
his hand, causing him to abandon the hope of a performance career. Therefore, Schumann resolved to continue as a composer, confident of his basic
ability even though he lacked a solid, formal musical education.
At first Schumann, who experimented with one branch of composition
at a time, composed piano pieces.

However, when he heard the first Leip-

zig performance of Schubert's C major Symphony in 1839, Schumann decided
to test his ability at extended orchestral writing.

In the same year

there is a reference to the A minor Concerto in a letter sent by Schumann
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to his fiancee, Clara Wieck:

"My composition is a compromise between a

symphony, a concerto, and a huge sonata.

I see I cannot write a Concerto

for the virtuoso; I must plan something else."
The first movement was written as a Fantasie in the summer of 1841
at Leipzig, and Clara played it during a semipublic performance at the
Gewandhaus on August 13, 1841.

Schumann regarded this movement as a com-

plete composition in itself and tried to place it with a publisher as
either Phantasie in A moll or as Concert Allegro for Pianoforte and
Orchestra, but no one would accept it.

Later Schumann decided to use

the Phantasie as the first movement of a full length concerto, and in
May, 1845, while living in Dresden, he began the Intermezzo and Finale.
On July 31, 1845, Clara, now Mrs. Schumann, recorded in her diary:
"Robert has finished his concerto and given it to the copyists."

In Sep-

tember she began studying the work and played its first performance at
the Hotel de Saxe, Dresden, on December 4, 1845, with Ferdinand Hiller,
to whom the score had been dedicated, conducting.
Schumann apparently had no great interest in concerto form per se.
Only three works in his huge output--the Piano Concerto. Op. 54, the Cello
Concerto, Op. 129, and the Violin Concerto, published posthumously--carry
the concerto title.

For his four smaller works for solo instrument (in-

struments) and orchestra, he preferred such titles as Concertstiick and
Phantasie.

14
The F minor Sonata is titled Concerto sans Orchestra.
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First Movement: Allegro affettuoso
ORCHESTRAL AND SOLO EXPOSITION (1-133):
Intro. ^
a

C

Th. A ^ "^ ®

e XX G

C

Bridge ^ + ^ 4 - 4 + 4 + 6 + 6 + 11 + 8
C---e---G---C--F,d-a,g,C--

d

c

C

ORCHESTRAL CLOSING and T r a n s i t i o n t o Development ( 1 3 4 - 1 5 5 ) :

22
C

DEVELOPMENT (156-259):
(444)
(4+4)
Section 1 (156-184): 8 + 7 + 8 + 6
A*_ (2+2)C2+2)a+Da+D(4+4)
Section 2 (185-204): 4 + 4 + 2 + 2 + 8

Theme A

Opening c a l l t o a t t e n t i o n

A>--BV--A''--C---G

Section 3 (205-259):

(444X444)
(444(444)
8 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 14
Gabe a Cdea

Impassioned Theme A and
dominant preparation
for recap.

RECAPITULATION ( 2 5 9 - 3 9 3 ) :
^
. 8 + 8
Th. A
a

A

„.^
4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 6 + 6 + 9 + 8
Bridge
-C
e
G
C
b - - a xx A

E--A

ORCHESTRAL CLOSING (393-410):

b---a

A

8+4+5
A

Cadenza
CODA (467-553):
(6+6+6+6) (5+7+6+4)
Th. A Transformation
24 +
22

Piano Triplets

(6+6)
12

a-C-a-C--a
Th. A T r a n s f o r m a t i o n

(f$6)
12
a

T r a n s f o r m a t i o n and f i n a l f l o u r i s h e s

17
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The first movement begins with the piano's brisk opening call
to attention:
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This immediately leads to the plaintive, lyrical first theme in the
tonic key (4-19).

The sixteen-bar period is divided between the or-

chestra (8 bars) and the piano (8 bars):
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Thus, this concerto, as Mendelssohn's G minor Piano Concerto Op. 25,
discards the Classical double exposition principle in favor of a joint
presentation of the theme by the piano and the orchestra.
The extended bridge passage (20-58), in which metric displacement
exists, starts with a bridge theme in the violins, accompanied by quiet
broken chord figures in the piano:
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The first instance of melodic doubling, a frequently used device in this
movement, is seen at this point as the piano's tenor line doubles the
strings' melody.

Another device, building by repetition of phrases or
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parts of phrases, is also apparent in this bridge passage, which consists
of a string of four-bar phrases.

For example, in the first phrase (20-23)

the second half repeats the first half (2+2); in the second phrase (24-27)
the second and fourth quarters repeat the first and third respectively;
the third phrase (28-31) is a repeat of the second but in a sequence up a
major third; the fourth phrase, in which the piano is allowed to dominate
for the first time since the opening fanfare (32-35), continues the x
motive idea with the second half repeating the first half an octave lower;
in the fifth phrase (36-41) the orchestra repeats what the piano presented
in the previous phrase as the piano highlights the orchestral offering; the
sixth phrase (42-47) consists of the orchestra's sequential treatment of
the strings' phrase five statement; the next phrase of the bridge (48-58)
consists of statements repeating a derivation of motive x, the melody being
successively transferred to a lower voice as keyboard descent is made; and
in the final phrase (59-66) the piano begins a statement of the A theme.

In

addition to the brightness afforded by the major key, the strings warm the
solo entrance with their single eighth note, a device often used in this
movement for smoothing entrances.

As the solo completes its partial state-

ment of Theme A, the cellos' whole note soothes and prepares the Animato
section that follows (67). An interesting key scheme of relative major,
relative minor, and dropping fifth keys is employed in this bridge passage:
a-C-e-G-C-F-d-a-g-C.
Rapid arpeggio figures in the piano accompany the clarinet's statement, which begins with the initial eight notes of Theme A.

Theme A, be-

cause it appears in the relative major key after the bridge, is called
Theme B.

After varied repetition of this phrase as well as repetition of

only the tail of the phrase by the clarinet, the piano presents its answer

.
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in three, four-bar phrases in the keys of e minor, C major, and G major
respectively, highlighted by the strings (77-87).

The piano and oboe then

double to share three brief repetitions, the last in augmentation, of the
three ascending notes of the piano's answer before the clarinet begins a
repeat of the Animato section (95-102).

This is soon interrupted, however,

by the oboe-piano dialogue in d minor (103-106).

This melody is derived

from motive x of the bridge theme.
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It is subsequently sequenced in c minor but avoids a cadence leading into
an a tempo, animato section.
The closing section begins with the piano having a quiet, four-bar
melody in C major derived from Theme A (112).

This is repeated with the

melody being presented in a lower voice in the piano and the full complement of strings being added sectionally to build excitement and tension
until the forte piano pronounces its very punctuated, trombone-like left
hand melody, (128-133).
The triumphant orchestral tutti bursts in at the climax (134) in
C major to begin the orchestral closing of the exposition.
As the orchestra simmers down, the strings chromatically modulate to
A flat major, and the ^ time signature as well as the andante expressivo
tempo indication signal the beginning of the development section (156).
Development in a manipulative, Beethoven-like fashion would not have suited
the lyrical, beautiful theme, so Schumann resorts to treatment more res embling variation in this development section.
The first section (156-184) begins with the same phrase from the
principal theme which began the Animato.

Here it is shaped into a gorgeous,

gentle dialogue between the piano and orchestra (clarinet).
in each case repeats the piano's material.
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The clarinet

The piano's undulating arpeg-

giated accompaniment produces a rhapsodic, improvisatory-like quality; the
strings are thinly scored and are in long note values. When a natural
close (still in A flat) is reached, the piano abruptly breaks into the
original tempo with the opening call to attention--the second section of
the development (185-204).
This portion begins with an excited piano-orchestra dialogue that
includes compression and fragmentation of the opening material through
various keys (2+2)+(2+2)+(l+l)+(l+l). One final, stormy, octave passage
in the piano settles into an impassioned development of the much used
Theme A.
In this third section of the development (205-259) the flute has
its chance to double the piano as the strings occasionally highlight
points without playing a significant role.

As in the bridge, this section

is conceived in four-bar phrases--(444)+(444)+8—before a sequential repeat
of the section begins (229).

(G-a-b-e-a becomes C-d-e-a-d.)

Beginning in

bar 246, the last phrase of the repeated section is extended and complicated by close imitation between not only the piano with first violins
and the lower strings but also between the soprano and alto lines in the
right hand piano part itself.

As the piano with violins continues the

imitation, the lower strings with the piano's bass line sound a dominant
pedal preparation for the upcoming recapitulation, which occurs in measure 259.
The recapitulation follows its normal course with the necessary
change in the bridge occurring at the tutti (307) where, instead of
modulating from C major to F major--which begins the tutti (42)-- to
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C major, it modulates from C major to b minor and then to A major. Tlius,
in the recapitulation the main theme is presented in the tonic major.
In construction the theme is doubled in a way that tenor rather than
soprano dominance of the melody is possible and quite desirable at times
for fresh sounds.

This is also applicable to the voicing of the numerous

repeated phrases or parts of phrases of the piece.

Again the recapitula-

tion proceeds normally until the tutti which, in the exposition, marks
the end of that section.

In the recapitulation the tutti (394) is

changed to lead into the cadenza through an Accelerando poco a poco.
The cadenza was provided by Schumann himself probably as a safeguard against the exhibitionist tendencies of many virtuosos.

Beginning

at exactly half the tempo of the preceding portion of the movement, it
elaborates and develops the mood of the movement through four-part imitation of a predominantly scalar melody.

Following the liquid weaving in

various keys, a new, snappier melody arises (429).

It is taken through

several keys, compression occurring and momentum building until Theme A
appears below long trills (443).

Tumbling sixteenth notes and rolling

triplets, interspersed between trills and derivations of the cadenza tune

l\r. r *r qg

sj

build until a final statement in the tenor of the first cadenza melody
calls forth dominant trills.
The orchestra re-enters at the coda with a fresh, brisk transforma2
tion of the main theme in a march-like / with syncopation (467).
again repetition plays a vital role in the six-bar phrases.

Once

Schumann

plays a rhythmic trick on his audience by delaying a phrase beginning
one measure and thus throws them off balance briefly (492).

A quick
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recovery is possible, however, as the piano states the melody for a
short while (499) before resuming its purely accompanimental role.
After an augmented statement of the first three notes of the march-like
theme in the winds (541), an answer by the strings (543), and a final
ascending arpeggio in the piano, the entire ensemble brings the movement to a joyous conclusion.
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Second Movement:

Intermezzo:

Andantino grazioso

B (29-58) :<'rV 8 .^'fK^'tK

A (1-28): a 8 b « «• ^
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A (58-102):

a » b »
F

a' ^^"^^
XX A---

Trans, to 3rd movement

^^"^?"^^^
A-a-A

The F major second movement, entitled Intermezzo, is in ternary form
with the A section itself an aba'.

As the slow movement of Beethoven's

G major Piano Concerto, it is largely a dialogue between piano and orchestra, but they display no conflict of idea as they do in Beethoven's concerto.

The colloquy begins with a germ motive of Theme A from the first

movement of this concerto which also contains the octave leap of Theme A:
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After eight bars of a, which cadences clearly, eight bars of b are followed by a once again (17), this time extended.
The B section (29), which begins in the dominant key of C major,
features a beautiful cello theme (same as the first five notes in the
piano in bar 7) tha't is answered by little outbursts in the piano.

After
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two, four-bar statements, an eight-bar phrase begins (37-44) in which the
first violins begin to stealthily take over the melody from the cellos (41).
An eight-bar clarinet-bassoon duet in g minor (45-52) repeats the first
phrase of the B section, the last four bars having increased string activity.
The violas and cellos resume the melody in C major once again as at the beginning of the section (53-60).

Between bars 61-68 is perhaps the most

noteworthy phrase in the movement as it is analogous to a previous phrase
(37-44) where the first violins take over the melody from the cellos (41).
Here the violins provide reinforcement an octave higher so that a single
line melody expands to a sonorous climax.
The A section returns in F major (69) with its aba' construction
unchanged except for the return of a (85). A piano-orchestra dialogue
turns into an orchestra-piano dialogue (96), the strings making the last
statement in augmentation.
In a transition the clarinets and the bassoons suddenly recollect
the first few notes of Theme A of the first movement.

This is answered in

the piano by a passage of bell-like diminished seventh chords resolving to
A major chords (105).

Clarinets and bassoons echo their recollection in

minor, which is once again answered by the piano with diminished seventh
chords, this time resolving to a minor chords.

The third time the winds

are joined by the flutes and oboes, asserting A major.

The strings rush

up the A major scale and into the third movement without a break.
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Third Movement: Allegro vivace

EXPOSITION (1-250):
8

Intro.
A

Th. A

(16+8)
16+24

16+16

Bridge
---c#-E

8 + 8 + 8
g#--B---E

(8+8)
(8+8)
16+8+16
Th. B
B---E

f-E

C l o s . 35 + 40
T r a n s , t o Dev.
A---C,f,D>,b^A

^+24
XX E

DEVELOPMENT ( 2 5 1 - 3 8 9 ) :

Fugato on the 1st 4 m. of Theme A

Section 1 (251-282): 32
E
Section 2 (283-305):

9+14
F

Section 3 (305-377):

New t u n e

g,B»'

8 + 8 + 8 + 1 2 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 1 1
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A
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Sec
^^^
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Sec. 4=8+16
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Sec. 5=24
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^
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D-f#-A ment theme
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Sec. 8=8+8+21 Motive from dev. theme
A
& final flourishes
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After eight, mood setting, introductory measures the lively finale
in sonata form begins.

Theme A is related to Theme A of the first move-

ment by its fall of a third followed by the rise of a fifth as well as by
the octave leap which was seen in the second movement Theme A as well:
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The piano presents two complete statements of the A theme, accompanied by
the strings, which is followed by the bridge (16+24) (41).
The piano dominates the bridge with its sixteenth notes melody in the
first sixteen bars, bold arpeggios in the next sixteen (4+4+8), and left
hand octave melody the final eight bars.
port through the bridge.

The strings provide harmonic sup-

Harmonically the bridge, which begins in c sharp

minor, soon modulates to E major and touches f minor before returning to
E major, the tonality of Theme B.
The cross rhythm of Theme B (81) is undoubtedly one of the most surprising and fascinating rhythmic ideas of the piece.

After momentary be-

wilderment, the ear soon transforms
into

^ S n iM r|i> iH

The strings present the first

statement of Theme B (8+8) followed by the piano's statement of eight bars.
The strings and woodwinds then combine for a final sixteen measure statement (8+8), accompanied by detached eighth notes in the piano.
In the succeeding transition to the closing (121) the piano and orchestral tutti re-establish the rhythm in their forte dialogue.

The piano's

answer to the string and woodwind statement (124-128, 132-136) is reminiscent
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of the answer to the cellos' theme in the B section of movement two (31-32,
35-36).

Both contain accented octave leaps followed by keyboard descent.

After two tutti-solo statements, one in g# minor (121-128) and the other in
B major (128-136), the piano, repeatedly using a motive derived from the
final four bars of the bridge

.^

>,

|fii*,T"fTFP V|«-^J.
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quiets the mood and settles into the closing theme eight bars later.
The closing consists of two extended passages:

the first thirty-five

bars (144-178) in delicate arpeggios and the second forty bars (179-219) in
twelve measures of the preceding arpeggios sandwiched between the bars of accented, forte arpeggios.

In the first passage the 2 sound of the B theme is

resumed but with the bar line displaced.
accompaniment in the strings.

The rhythm of Theme B is used as an

In the accented, forte arpeggios of the second

part a metrical shift occurs so that duple meter is felt, and the accent falls
on the first beat of the measure.

The twelve bar insertion from the first

part, however, retains triple meter feeling (186-197).

Thus, within a short

span of time four major metrical shifts occur.
An A major tutti section, using the first four bars of Theme A for
eight measures, begins the transition to the development (219-251).

Twelve

bars of hammered octaves against single notes with second beat accents in
the piano and twelve bars of partial statements of Theme A in the piano under a trill, highlighted by the horns, build to a great climax to launch the
development section.
The fugato treatment of the first four bars of Theme A marks the
first section of the development, which opens in E major (251-282).

Four

successive statements by the second violins, first violins, violas, and
cellos and bassoons are heard before a new tune in F major is introduced
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by the oboes in the second section of the development (283-305):

^^fa^
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Twice the oboes state the melody, in F major and then in g minor, and twice
the piano answers in octaves, the second time the first violins taking
over the melody from the piano.
The third section of the development (305-377) opens in B flat
major with the piano's eight bars of forte, declamatory chords and arpeggios, undergirded by the unison strings.

This is followed by a sudden,

soft restatement of the development theme in c minor by the first violins
and then the first violins and cellos under the piano's eighth note
tremolo of broken triads.

As the piano takes over with a scalar melody

with leaping accompaniment, the first and second violins and violas toss
fragments of the head of the development theme among themselves.

In

these eight bars the music modulates from c minor to E flat major.

Again

the piano assumes the virile role it had at the opening of this section
with twelve measures of forte, declamatory chords and arpeggios.

A re-

peat of the third section now takes place harmonically down a whole step
(342-377).

As in the first movement, repetition provides opportunity

for variey in that what was treated as countermelody the first time can
assume greater importance in the repeat.
After a fortissimo C# major arpeggio the piano settles into D major
for the preparation for the recapitulation (377-389).

The woodwinds

sound the familiar first four bars of Theme A as a reminder while the
piano's rumbling arpeggios build great momentum, allowing the recapitulation to burst forth (389).
By recapitulating Theme A in the subdominant key of D instead of
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the tonic^ Theme B can be reached in its rightful A major by simple transposition instead of a fresh creative effort in the bridge.

Other than

this the recapitulation follows the exposition quite closely, the only
change occurring with the orchestration of Theme A.

Whereas the piano

sounds both statements of Theme A in the exposition, the orchestra presents the first statement before pleasant variety is provided in the
second statement of A by having the orchestra complete the piano's opening statement (405-411).
The coda, which opens in the expected key of A major, is quite
lengthy but straightforward (631-871).

As the exposition and recapitula-

tion, it begins with two sixteen-bar statements of Theme A but this time
in entirety by the orchestra.
In the next section (663-703) the piano's running eighth note
melody is related in idea to the bridge melody in the exposition but
is somewhat more melodic.

As in the exposition bridge the strings high-

light the piano's melody, but here they assume greater importance with
their dropping fifth figure.
Next begins Section 3 of the coda (703-727), a fresh version of
Theme A answered by bold piano arpeggios.

After an eight-bar repeat,

the piano arpeggios continue and sequentially rise stepwise as the units
are compressed.

The strings provide support and a sense of urgency as

they too ascend in units.
The development theme suddenly appears in the flutes, clarinets, and
oboes to begin Section 4 of the coda (727-750).
offer eighth note support.

The piano and strings

The piano's eighth notes continue and become

alternating single notes against octaves in a developmental passage of
the theme.

The strings use the same rhythmical accompaniment that they
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did in the second part of the closing (180-185):

g / H y / fiil r fill I 1,111 |ul-"^'^l
Suddenly, as from nowhere, a large portion of the second section
of the coda reappears exactly. Section 5 of the coda (751-774).

This

time, however, the dropping fifth orchestral figure is more important
than the piano's running eighth notes, which become accompanimental.

As

before, this leads to another section of the coda, part 6 (775-802).
This section contains Theme A in the strings, accompanied instead
of answered by piano arpeggios.

After the first violins and violas

state the first four bars of Theme A, the oboes and bassoons immediately
enter with their statement of the same.

After they are one bar into their

statement, though, the second violins enter in stretto.

After an eight

bar repeat of the same thing (783-791), the piano replaces arpeggios with
left hand octaves against right hand single notes (791-802).

This section

is very much like the middle portion of the transition to the development
(227-236).

However, instead of leading to a fortissimo, heroic statement

of Theme A as is expected, it modulates to D major and a beautifully
rhapsodic melody (8+8) appears in the piano--a refreshing surprise (803-834)
(Section 7 ) :
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The piano s sempre brilliante figures strikingly contrast the previous
rhapsodic melody as the piano pronounces its accented reminder of the
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development theme for sixteen measures (8+8) first in f# minor before
beginning modulation back to A major.
Section 8 of the coda (835-871) begins with the strings and the
piano conversing for eight bars on a motive derived from the head of
the development theme (835-843).

The piano and the strings join each

other for a repeat of the same before the piano continues its final,
fortissimo octaves against single notes for eight measures.

The strings

take over this material (859) as the piano supports with blocked chords
and arpeggios to bring the concerto to a brilliant close.

CHAPTER V

BRAHMS PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2 IN B FLAT MAJOR, OP. 83

Introduction
On July 7, 1881, Brahms gave Elizabeth von Herzogenburg the first
intimation of the existence of his B flat Major Piano Concerto:

"I don't

mind telling you that I have written a tiny, pianoforte concerto with a
tiny, tiny wisp of a scherzo."•'•^ He also expressed some apprehension
about the key he had chosen:

"It is in B flat and I have reason to fear

I have worked this udder, which has always yielded good milk before, too
often and too vigorously. . . . "•'•" Presumably he was thinking of the
Sextet Op. 18, the String Quartet Op. 67, the Handel Variations Op. 24,
and the Haydn Variations, all of which share that key.

He may also have

had in mind that three of the four movements of the Concerto are in the
same key of B flat.

When asked by his good friend Dr. Theodore Billroth

the reason for the inclusion of a scherzo, Brahms replied that the first
movement was too "simpel" and that "he needed something strong and passionate before the equally simple andante."

The additional movement

makes the B flat Concerto the largest work of its kind in classical form.

•'•^Donald Ferguson, Masterpieces of Orchestral Repertoire (St. Paul:
North Central Publishing Co., 1954), p. 168.
16Seaman, Great Orchestral Music, p. 86.
17john Horton, Brahms' Orchestral Music (Seattle:
Washington Press, 1968), p. 46.
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Upon his return from his first Italian trip in the spring of 1878,
Brahms went to one of his favorite Austrian summer places, Poertschach.
There, on the evening of his forty-fifth birthday, he sketched themes
for his second piano concerto.

This project was put aside, however, for

the completion of the Violin Concerto and the First Violin Sonata.

Three

years later, again in the spring, Brahms made another trip to Italy and
returned to Vienna on his birthday, refreshed by the sights and sounds
of his visit.

The repetition of circumstances turned his attention again

to the concerto sketches, so he retired to Pressbaum, west of Vienna, on
May 22.

There, on July 7, 1881, Brahms completed the work.

The first public performance of the Concerto, dedicated to his dear
friend and teacher Eduard Marxsen, was in Budapest on November 9, 1881,
with Brahms as pianist.

Shortly thereafter it was performed in a series

of concerts that included performances in Stuttgart, Meiningen, Zurich,
Breslau, Vienna, Leipzig, Hamburg, Berlin, Kiel, Bremen, Hamburg again
with a different orchestra, Munster, Utrecht, and Frankfurt.

Whereas

Brahms' First Piano Concerto was very slow in gaining public approval
twenty-two years previously, this work was received with tremendous
enthusiasm throughout the tour except in Leipzig, where Mendelssohn was
still considered the hero of concerto composition.
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First Movement:

Allegro non troppo
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The first movement opens with a dialogue between the horn and the
piano in B flat major.

The horn states a two-bar phrase of quiet assur-

ance which the piano supports in the second bar and then gently echoes,
1

9
Theme Ax . Another phrase, Ax^, is similarly treated.

Then follows (7) a counterstatement by the woodwinds. Ay, which is
immediately cast in minor as the strings join the woodwinds:
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After the calm, the unaccompanied piano fiercely enters for an eight-bar
transitional cadenza that begins in b flat minor and touches e flat minor
(11-18).

After modulating back to B flat major, the piano continues for

ten measures with (19-28):
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Against right hand triplets Ax

can be heard in the bass for two bars

(23-24) before a passage with high and low F pedals (25-28) prepares
for the martial, tutti statement of Theme A which begins the bridge (29-47)
In the bridge, interest is provided by syncopation and compression
of Ax

2

(29-35) before the material diminishes in force and becomes more

lyrical (35-46).

The end of this passage, which contains syncopation,

has an important bridge theme in the first violins, cellos and basses,
and then violins (42-46).

It reappears several times later.

iifyvriT^fi r r
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Harmonically the bridge moves from B flat major to d minor.
Theme B-*- (48-55) is stated in the violins in d minor (4+4):
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The succeeding march-like Transition 1 tune with its sharply
punctuated rhythm (56-61) appears in the orchestra in d minor.

Then it is

repeated by the bassoons and lower strings, accompanied by tumbling sextuplets in the first and second violins in imitation (2+3).
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Majestically Theme Ax^ (2+2+1+1) reappears (61-68) at the close of
the orchestral exposition.

The flute, oboe, and violin provide a counter-

melody in the second two-bar phrase.
The piano makes its triumphal entrance (68) using motive a of Theme Ax
in a cadenza-like, octave passage to begin the solo exposition.

This settles

into the piano's developmental statement of Theme Ax"*- in B flat major (73).
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The piano statement begins calmly but grows in agitation until the orchestra bursts in (81) with the head of Theme Ax^.

The piano boldly

carries forth this motive in two, one and a half measure sequences (81-83),
the second of which continues for two more measures that begin with a
dialogue in the violins and piano (84-85).

In alternating staccato eighth

notes the strings and the piano offer Theme Ax^ for two bars (86-87) before Theme Ay is heard in the first violins and answered by the piano
(88-91).

As the first violins repeat Ay, the cellos enter two beats later

with the same, forming a two-bar canon.
transition-like.

As this occurs the music becomes

After the strings are answered by the woodwinds and then

the piano (94-101), a deceptive cadence launches the piano into two bars
of E flat diminished seventh chord arpeggios for color.
Quietly the bridge begins in bar 104 in f minor.
the piano have a dialogue on Ax

The woodwinds and

(2 in f minor + 4 in D flat major) (104-109)

The second time the piano extends and varies its previous answer.

The

strings' simple bridge theme from the orchestral exposition (42-45) reappears for four bars before the piano gives a four measure statement that
leads to a modulatory bridge theme:

gU - tn-cA
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This two-bar theme is presented in turn by the bassoons and second horns
in D flat major, the violins and violas in F major, the upper woodwinds in
D flat major, the violins and violas in D major, and then the piano in a
phrase modulating to F major.

Accompanied by contrary motion arpeggios in

the piano, the violins and violas continue with a shortened statement of
this melody (128-132) that soon disintegrates.

In its place the piano's
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leaping octave tune takes over (133-136).

It is repeated in part by the

flutes and clarinets, accompanied by piano triplets (137-138) before the
piano resumes the melody for two bars.

After this the strings sing forth

the previously heard bridge theme from the orchestral exposition (141-145).
Harmonically this passage moves quite rapidly through C-B flat-G flat-F-Cd-c-F-B flat = V of f to end the bridge.
The piano then offers a passionate rendition of Theme Bx in f minor,
the dominant minor key of the piece (146-153).

Still in f minor Transi-

tion 1 reappears (154-159) in the piano before being repeated by the cellos
and string basses as in measures 56-61.
The closing of the solo exposition (4+11) begins with a very stamping
Closing Theme in f minor presented in the piano (159-162):
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Upon its repeat, compression takes place to the point that the piano is
giving as much and as powerfully as it can.

After two, two-bar sequences

(1+1, 1+1) of motives a and b respectively of Theme Ax

(168-171), the

strings are added to the piano to provide as much power and tensi on as
possible (172-173) before the fortissimo orchestral closing section
begins (174).
As in bars 61-62 of the closing of the orchestral exposition.
Theme Ax

appears majestically,

it is accompanied by a countermelody
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derived from motive b of Ax-*- in the flutes, oboes, and first and second
violins in bars 176-177.

Theme Bx occurs next (179-184) in fragmented,

rising sequences (2+1+^+^+2) until a large diminuendo and chromatic downward flotation bring about the development section.
Very unostensibly the first section of the development (188-213)
begins in f minor with Ax
position.

in the horn-piano dialogue that begins the ex-

It proceeds normally through Ax^ and Ay.

However, the fierce

octaves cadenza passage of the piano in the orchestral exposition now appears in the first violins (199-204).

This is a new resource of Brahms'--

giving the orchestra what formerly belonged to the solo.

Previously it had

18
always been the solo that borrowed from the orchestra.

Four bars of

forte strings-piano duet and dialogue precede four syncopated bars that
contain the octave leaps -of the bridge (133-136).
The second portion of the development (213-238) deals with an essentially new tune in a dotted eighth, sixteenth note rhythm.

The first phrase

(213-220) begins in b minor (4 bars), modulates to D major, goes to A major
(2 bars), and ends on the dominant of D major (2 bars).
tion in mirror inversion in D major (4+2) (221-226).

Next comes a varia-

This is followed by

another variation (2+2) in C, G, and D major (226-230) and the beginning of
another phrase in mirror inversion in B major (231).

This becomes a piano-

orchestra dialogue (2+2) in B major and then g# minor.
In section three of the development (238-259) the orchestra sounds
the head of Theme Ax

fortissimo in F# major and holds the dominant as the

piano colors with delicate arpeggios (238-242).

The lower strings and then

ISoonald Tovey, Essays in Musical Analysis, Vol. Ill:
(London: Oxford University Press, 1937), p. 122.

Concertos
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the flutes and oboes echo the tiny motive derived from c of Ay as the piano
hints the first cadenza.

In octaves the piano fiercely rumbles down the

keyboard (243), and the orchestra loudly sounds the head of Ax

twice.

The second time over the dominant of B flat major (245) the piano accompanies
with very soft, shimmering arpeggios.

The same motive from c of Theme Ay in

turn appears in the lower strings, the bassoons, the flutes and oboes, the
lower strings, the flutes and oboes, and the lower strings, all the while
softly accompanied by piano arpeggios and moving harmonically.

Four bars of

soft, shimmering sextuplets by the piano against sustained orchestral whole
notes conclude the preparation for recapitulation.
Very softly the recapitulation begins (260) in B flat major with the
clarinets' and horn's statement of Theme Ax . The piano continues its
shimmering sextuplets until they cascade down into a reply to the clarinets
and horns, which is anticipated by the flutes and oboes.

The end of the

piaro's reply dovetails the bassoons and horn's statement of Theme Ax^,
which is again answered by the piano. After the normal presentation of
Theme Ay, the piano sweetly replies in triplets (2+3) in a transitional
passage that has melted into the bridge.
A woodwind-piano interchange occurs before the piano's triplets tumble into the modulatory bridge theme in G flat major (276).

From this point

until the beginning of the coda (332) the movement proceeds as the solo exposition with two noteworthy changes made in addition to tonality changes.
The first occurs with the repeat of Transition 1 (314-317).

The piano's

descending scalar sextuplets of the exposition are joined by the same in
the violins in the recapitulation so that a close dialogue is formed which
outshines the melody heard from the cellos and string basses.

The other
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change in the recapitulation occurs in the final six bars that precede
the orchestral closing and the coda in the recapitulation (168-174 and
326-332 respectively).

Whereas in the exposition the piano seems to

be at its peak of power, at this point in the recapitulation it somehow
musters even more strength with its massive chords and trills occurring
all over the keyboard (4+2) against a reminder of the tail of Theme Ax
by the first violins and violas.
From the key of C# mijor the coda, which exploits the entire range
of the piano in both pitch and dynamics, opens in B flat major (332)
with a succession of low piano trills accompanying Ax^ in the horns.
A bit of variety is provided by the oboes' and flutes' imitative triplets (334).

In a very ethereal, suspended mood the piano continues its

trills and chromatic sextuplets as the horns softly sound Theme Ax^.
In turn the oboes and clarinets, clarinets and bassoons, and flutes,
oboes, and bassoons give forth the first two notes of the motive.

As

if a sudden return to reality is made, the orchestra loudly sounds Ax^
in B flat major (342) with the piano answering in stretto.
step, imitative sequences of Ax

Rising by

are heard in the piano and strings against

the flutes, oboes, and bassoons and the clarinets and horns (342-350),
which build to a great climax as in the bridge measures 29-35.
Then appears the bridge melody of bars 35-39.

Suddenly the piano

enters (355) with a new version of Ay with arpeggio accompaniment:

1
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This is repeated by the flutes and first violins (359) before the tail
of this theme is spun out by the first violins and imitated by the
oboes and horns (365).

Through all this the piano accompanies with

broken chord figures divided between the hands.

After a sweeping

B flat major scale by the piano that terminates in trills, the strings
sound Ax

three times (370-374).

The flute, oboe, clarinet, and timpani

trills are most effective with the piano trills.

One final upward surge

by the piano, followed by three tonic chords sounded by the orchestra,
end this magnificent movement.
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Second Movement: Allegro appassionato
EXPOSITION (1-113):
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This revolut3onary__add^ition to the traditional three movements of
the concerto is in sonata fonn_with a trio, as in a minuet-trio form,
grafted into the development section.

The movement opens in d minor with

a sixteen-measure piano statement of rustic Theme A that is composed of
three important motives.

The germ of thisjtheme can be found in Brahms'

D Major Serenade, Op. 11 written twenty years earlier.
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The bridge begins with a repeat of Theme A in the piano that is
extended (16-43) and modulates to a minor.

Ay motives occur in the bass

part of the piano in measures 38-42.
The strings present the plaintive, tranquil Theme Bx in octaves
(43-54).

Horton points out that this theme is derived from motives x

and z of Theme A.l^

The piano repeats and extends the theme, accompanied

by arpeggio figures, as it modulates to e minor (55-66).
^

15

^
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Then the piano begins Theme B2, a countertune to Theme Bx (67-74)
using Ax:

l^Horton, Brahms' Orchestral Music, p. 48.
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This is repeated and extended (74-94).

Ax motives in the violas and

cellos are heard against the extension.
The syncopated, descending melody dies away, and a transition to
either the repeat of the exposition or to the development begins (15).
It utilizes a variation of Theme Bx in the piano in a minor for eight
bars before Ax motives are used in dialogue between duets of violas
and cellos and the violins.

In the second ending a sextet of flutes,

oboes, and bassoons is included in the dialogue before the piano takes
up the motive in a great crescendo.
The first section of the development (114-140) concerns two statements of Theme A (14+12) in c# minor and e minor respectively, the piano
alternating chords and arpeggios for a bravura effect.
The second section (140-187) is a combination of motives in sequences and dialogue.

The upper strings sound the Ax and Ay motives,

followed by the woodwinds' rendition of Az.

Three sequences of this

(44-4+6) occur in d minor, f minor, and g# minor (141-154).

The first

eight measures of Theme Bx are divided between the woodwinds in c# minor
and the violins and horns (155-162).

The woodwinds begin a repetition

of this in a minor (163) and after four bars are joined by the remainder
of the orchestra to complete the statement as well as extend it by
sequencing the three descending quarter notes of Theme Bx.

The remain-

ing measures of this section 0.79-18^, use motives Ax and Ay and then Ax
only (3+3+1+1+1).

This fragmentation of Theme A leads into the third

section of the development, the trio of a minuet-trio form.
In D major incisive, staccato notes in the violins are accompanied
by a syncopated pattern,derived from Az, in the horns, violas, and cellos
(188-195):
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This is repeated for another eight bars, this time the instrimients reversing roles with the flutes and oboes aiding the violins in the syncopated
pattern.
Very majestically Section 4 (4+4+4) begins in a minor with the orchestra's expounding a derivation of Az:
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This is answered by the piano in suave, swift, legato octaves in a
cadenza-like passage in A major (8+8).

The majestic opening of Section 4

returns very briefly still in A major (4+4), the second four bars echoing
the first four (232-239).
In Section 5 (240-255) the piano assumes a new, very lyrical, peaceful theme in F major and then d minor (8+8):

Section 6 of the development (256-279) contains a short dialogue
in d minor between the strings and piano on material from the first part
of the cadenza (256-259).

Then four, one-bar rising sequences lead to
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eight measures of syncopated patterns in the woodwinds.

The preceding

passage is preparation for the trio theme being brilliantly given out
by the piano, trumpets, and horns in D major (272-279).

The strings

accompany with the other trio theme so that the effect is one of pealing bells.

The beginning of Section 4 returns for six bars this time

in D major (280) before the preparation for recapitulation begins (286).
Very softly Ax enters in d minor and gains momentum and volume
as if to burst forth in the Recapitulation.

A sfortzando-piano (299)

takes care of the false launch, and the strings in imitation softly
ascend with Ay as the woodwinds sustain their pianissimo notes. As
the strings reach the top of their ascent, the Az motive seeps from the
woodwinds.

After a twenty-nine measure preparation, the strings (in-

stead of the piano as in the exposition) finally forge in loudly with
Theme A to begin the recapitulation (315).
After a sixteen-bar statement of Theme A, the non-modulatory
bridge begins (331).
the theme is heard.

Again string instead of piano presentation of
The bridge is lengthened eight measures by a synco-

pated passage in the violins, accompanied by Ax and Ay motives in the
lower strings.

Prematurely the horns softly sound a hint of Theme Bx,

which does enter four bars later in d minor (12+12) (366).

Whereas

in the exposition the piano handled the repeat of Theme Bx, in the recapitulation the horn begins it (378-383) before the piano takes over
the theme.
Theme B2 begins in a minor in the piano.

Instead of this passage

dying into the transition to the development, the piano continues to
spin out the melody, accompanied by Ax motives in the violas and cellos.
It works up in such a way that when the coda begins (419), the piano
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part continues wildly as an accompaniment.
To begin the coda, the flutes, oboes, and bassoons sound the first
four measures of Theme Bx in the tonic key, which are answered by the
violins and violas (419-426).

Against a tonic horn pedal the piano has

a descending flourish that is interrupted by Ax and Ay motives in imitation against the syncopated rhythm of the bell-like trio second tune
(433-442).

With growing impetus Az appears in diminution (2+2+3+2)

before the piano's final fortissimo flourish ends the stormy movement.
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Third Movement: Andante
(8+£0
16

A (1-58):

8

+

10

(2+1+1+3) (2+1+1+3)
+
7 +
7 +

(2+2)
+
4

f XX B^-

(6+6)
12
F#

B (59-70):

A (78-94):

8 +
Bb

8

Preparation for return of A (71-77):

7

F# XX B^

CODA (94-99):

After the stormy second movement, the peaceful slow movement in
ABA Coda form opens with a gorgeous cello solo (8+8) in B flat major.
Brahms later used this melody in one of his favorite songs, "Immer leiser
wird mein Schlummer " Op. 105, No. 2, written in 1886.

rr\p
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In the second four measures the first violins have a descant to the
melody, which the first violins and bassoons share in the second eight
bars.

The pizzicato lower cellos and string basses are an effective

accompaniment.

In measure 17 the oboes and solo cello begin a descend-

ing triadic outline dialogue in close imitation that leads to a deceptive cadence in bar 22. In the next measure, however, an authentic
cadence occurs, and the piano softly enters in octaves. Beginning in
bar 25 the piano has ten measures of lyrical, solo material. The melody
descends the scale two octaves (25-26) and then three octaves (27-28)
moving from the soprano, to the alto, and then to the tenor voice. Again
the piano begins a stepwise descent of pedal points (31-32) until a six
note motive is heard in three successively lower registers of the piano
(33-34).

A tutti reminder of Theme A (35) precedes the piano's snarling
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trills, downward plunges, and upward surges (36-37).

Next, three bars

of triplet chords alternating between hands and one bar of a great keyboard ascent in triplets lead to a repeat of bars 35-41 in a different
key (42-48).

Measures 49-54 are a six-bar section which use the triplet

chords alternating between hands and the great keyboard ascent as seen
just before.

A four-bar phrase (2+2) of the first bar of the cello solo

by the violins, answered by the piano as in bar 23, leads to Section B
of the movement (59-78).
The melody of this Piu Adagio section in F# major is from a song
composed by Brahms in 1878, "Todessehnen" Op. 86, No. 6.
Clar. fB)
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The first half of the twelve-bar phrase is a piano-clarinet duet while
the second half is a piano solo, accompanied by the strings. Widely
spaced left hand arpeggios accompany the melody.

A seven-bar preparation

for the return of Section A begins in F# major with the first five bars
of the cello solo before modulating to B flat major.
The return of Section A (78) begins with the second eight-bar
phrase of Theme A, accompanied at times by soft piano trills with decorative splashes and an oboe descant.
17-18 recurs in bars 86-87.

The close imitation as seen in bars

Then, as the solo cello descends by step,

the flutes continue the triadic outline imitative figures, and the piano
plays a countermelody of contrary motion triplets. As in measures 22-23,
a deceptive cadence precedes an authentic cadence in bars 93-94.
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At the Piu Adagio the six-bar coda begins with the piano softly
entering with its short statements.

Stepwise ascending trills over

triplet figures (96-97) lead to the piano's final triplet ascent in
sonorous sixths that conclude the movement.
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Fourth Movement:
EXPOSITION

(1-172):

(8+8)j4+14)
Th. A
B>
(4+4)
Th. B2 ®
B**

Allegretto grazioso

(4+2+2+1+1)^(4+4^^+1+1^
Bridge
® Th. Bx ^"^^ Th. B2 ^^
xx-a
F

^'P^

,

Th. B3 °
•-F

8+8

Th. Bx
a

8+8
Th. B3

a
Th. A 8

20
Th. B2=Trans.
F-xx-B''

DEVELOPMENT (173-251):
(444) (4+4) (4+3+^)
(8+8)
Section 1 (173-227): 8 + 8 + 1 3 + 4
+
6
+
16
E^
E
C
b,f#,b
b
b
Ax,y,z
Ay
Broken
Rhapsodic
Toccato on
chords
A rhythms
b part of A
s (5+Z)
Section 2 (227-251): ir
d
Ay
RECAPITULATION

^

+

4

+

d
L chords

(252-376):

(6+1+1+1+3+5)
(4+4+1+1+2)
+
+
12
Bridge 17

Th. A 4+14
Bt

10
d XX B^
Rhapsodic A rhythms

—XX
(444)

Trans. (Bo hints) ^

(4+4)

Th. B3 °

d-.-xx-f-B*'--

10

Th. B-

cx---d--

b*'(8+4)

Th. Bx

d

8+8

(4+4)^
Th. B2=Trans. to coda

Bfc

CODA ( 3 7 7 - 4 8 8 ) :
Th. A v a r i a n t

Section 4:

Section 2:^ 56
fit

Ax

Section 5:

Section 3:

Ax, Ay in
three-part
stretto

Section 6:^ 17
B**

Sec t i o n 1:

25
B**

16
B»»

14
B^'
(4+6)
10
BV

Ax

Ax, Ay, Az

Ax + concluding
arpeggios

^

^(4+4)
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The last movement of this concerto is a happy, carefree rondo sonata
in B flat major.

At the beginning a sense of lightness is achieved by cen-

tering the harmony around the subdominant, E flat.20

A direct statement in

the tonic, which Brahms has repeatedly thrust forward, is avoided until the
eighth bar.

The A theme has an aaba' construction with a' becoming bridge.

The a part of Theme A (8+8) has three motives.

It is announced by the piano

over the violas, and when it is repeated by the first violins, the piano
accompanies with light, sixteenth note arpeggios.

The b part of Theme A (18) is presented by the piano for four bars before
it is repeated by the first violins in what evolves into a violin-piano
dialogue and fragmentation of Ay.
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Accompanied by soft repetitions of the fragmented Ay motive, fleet fingers produce a lovely effect in soft, swift ascending scales in thirds
(31-34).
Beethoven also used this device in the last movement of his Fourth
Piano Concerto in G Major.
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At bar 35 a' returns and becomes the bridge.

In addition to stating

the theme (4), the first ten bars contain rising sequential treatment of Az
(2+2+1+1).

Next the piano joyfully expounds the Ax motive and is answered

by Az in the violins (45-48).

This is repeated (4), and the strings con-

tinue with an extension and fragmentation of Az (2+1+1); the piano assumes
the skipping figures (59-64) that lead to Theme Bx (66).
The curve of this very legato, Hungarian Theme Bx in the distant
key of a minor (8+8) follows that of the first part of Theme A.

The wood-

winds and strings alternately present four-bar phrases as the piano lightly
accompanies with triplet chords.
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Theme B2 (8+8) then appears in the piano (81-88) in the key of
F major before being repeated by the clarinets.
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The piano then plays the happy, light-hearted Theme Bo (8+8) also
in F major before it accompanies the repeat of the theme in a countermelody of playful triplets (97-104).
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Theme B2 (4+4) reappears in the violins in B flat major (113-120).
The piano and then a piano-flute dialogue provide a light countermelody
of sixteenth notes.

Then in F major the piano has Theme B3 again (121-128)

Theme Bx returns in a minor in an interesting interplay between woodwinds
and piano and then a repeat by the strings alone (8+8).
In bar 145 Theme B2 in F major begins a transition to the return of
Theme A.

Two measures that hint Theme A precede the actual return (165),

which is expected in rondo sonata form.

The oboes present Theme A in

B flat major as the piano supplies embellishment (165-172).
Against the piano's continued embellishment and a first violin
countermelody, the cellos present a varied statement of Theme A involving
Ay that is completed by the piano, and the first section of the development is underway (173-188).

In the next eight bars in E major the first

violins and cellos switch roles in that the cellos assume the countermelody and the first violins the melody, which once again the piano takes
over.

Beginning in bar 189, a rising sequence of Ay in three-part stretto

(4+3+6) is heard in C major.

The piano plays fiery broken chords that

begin in b minor and modulate to f# minor; six rhapsodic bars of an ascending scalar passage using the rhythm of Ax immediately follow.

This melts

into a sixteen-bar, toccato-like piano solo on the b part of Theme A in
b minor.
Section 2 of the development (227-251) begins a repeat of bars
189-215 in idea moreso than actual material.

Harmonically it remains in

d minor until two bars before the recapitulation.

The piano and orchestra

begin a two phrase dialogue (5+7) that leads to the fierce piano passage
as seen in bars 202-205.

Then a ten-bar rhapsodic section utilizing the

rhythm of Ay leads to the recapitulation (251).
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Since Theme A begins in the subdominant, the recapitulation starts
with a dolce rendition of the b part of the theme in the tonic.

Beginning

with part a of Theme A would destroy the dominant-tonic relationship of
the preparation for the recapitulation and the recapitulation.
279 are exactly like bars 16-44.

Bars 251-

However, at bar 280 a seven-measure in-

sertion (2+5) utilizing an extension of the tail of motive Ay occurs.

Bars

287-324 are analogous to bars 45-80, the primary changes being that 1) the
bridge to Theme Bx is two bars longer in its return, 2) Theme Bx is heard
in d minor instead of a minor, and 3) the alternation of strings and woodwind statement of Theme Bx begins with the strings in the return instead
of the woodwinds as originally.
In bar 325 an eight-measure transition, using hints of Theme B3 in
a marcato, Russian fashion, leads to a statement of the light-hearted
Theme B3 in the flutes and oboes in B flat major (333-340).

A scherzando

piano countermelody of triplets as seen in bars 105-112 accompanies the
melody.

The same interplay between the woodwinds and piano using Theme Bx

as in bars 129-136 is seen in bars 341-352 between the strings and piano
before the piano fades.
a minor.

This time, however, it is in d minor instead of

As Theme B2 serves as the beginning of the transition to the

return of Theme A before the development. Theme B2 now begins the transition to the coda.

Besides B2 (8), included in this transition are the

piano's leggiero ascent in thirds followed by its descending chromatic
flotation (8) and the horn-bassoon, viola-cello duets hinting the a part
of Theme A in dialogue (444).

The piano accompanies with contrary motion

sixteenth note figures.
At the Un poco piu presto (377) the piano suddenly sounds an unaccompanied variant of the a of Theme A in triplets in B flat major, and the
coda is underway.

The piano solo evolves into a triplet figuration of two
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repeated notes and a drop of a perfect fourth that is taken up by the
orchestra.
The next section of the coda (402-431) features a very martial Ax
rhythm that is heard in a descending scalar passage in the orchestra before they play the triplet variant of the piano.

A repeat of this phrase

(410) is extended by the orchestra, and then the piano repeatedly plays
the triplet figure.
In the third section of the coda (432-447) duets of cellos and
string basses, first violins and violas, and flutes and clarinets softly
sound motives Ax and Ay in two units of three-part stretto at the distance
of one bar.

The piano accompanies with delightful triplet figuration.

The next eight bars (440-447) contain these same two units of three-part
stretto but this time with the entrances mirrored--the woodwinds beginning it and then passing it to the upper and then the lower strings.
The next short section (447-461) contains the violas and cellos
playing Ax rhythm, ascending stepwise, and building in volume against
continued piano triplets.

A break, followed by an upward surge in the

piano, sweeps the orchestra into Theme A (4+6) for Section 5 of the coda
(462-472).
The final section (472-488) starts with the Ax rhythm in dialogue
between the piano and strings (2+2) before the piano has its final sixteenth note flourishes, accompanied by Ax.

Having greatly increased in

volume, these flourishes lead to two fortissimo B flat arpeggios in the
piano.

Three final, tonic chords by the entire ensemble conclude this

mammoth concerto.

CHPATER VI

CONCLUSION

Having analyzed the four Romantic concertos, some conclusions regarding their comparison to the concerto model Mozart established, with
emphasis on first movements, and the relationship between the piano and
the orchestra can be drawn.
Beethoven's G major Piano Concerto generally represents an enlargement of Mozart's concerto model.

As in a single Mozart example, Beethoven

did, however, open the concerto in a revolutionary manner by having the
piano begin the orchestral exposition.

After this unusual occurrence

though, formally the concerto proceeds as a Mozart concerto.

Beethoven

used a Mozart-like harmonic vocabulary throughout the work--third and
fifth, relative major and minor, parallel major and minor key relationships.

In the bridge themes that occur in the solo exposition and the

recapitulation, Beethoven used the third key relationships on both sides
of the G major tonal center, B flat major and E flat major respectively.
This concerto's transitions are noteworthy in that they go beyond the
call of duty of simply serving as a link between parts of the movement.
Instead, they provide rhythmic impetus and excitement that either boldly launch or else gently dissolve into the succeeding part of the movement, depending on its character.

Too, Beethoven's use of motives de-

rived from the A theme creates a sense of continuity and unity in the transitions .
93
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Although formally the first movement of Chopin's F minor Piano
Concerto closely follows Mozart's model, Chopin did make a few alterations to Mozart's scheme.

For instance, the same A and B themes are

used in the orchestral and solo expositions.

Tonally, instead of re-

maining in the tonic throughout, the orchestral exposition modulates
to the relative major key in the bridge for the presentation of Theme B
before modulating to the tonic once again in the closing.

An orchestral

closing section in the expected dominant key sets the stage for the
development section.

As Mozart sometimes did, Chopin omitted the bridge

in the recapitulation even though he does touch A flat major briefly
at the beginning of Theme B.
the cadenza in this concerto.

Unlike Mozart, however, Chopin omitted
In light of the voluminous amount of bril-

liant and beautiful keyboard writing included in this work, perhaps
Chopin felt it was unnecessary and rightfully so.

The coda is but a

brief twelve measures in length.
The monothematic Schumann concerto discards Mozart's double exposition idea in favor of the joint presentation of the theme by the
piano and the orchestra.

Harmonic movement, however, is compatible

with what Mozart would have used.

The orchestral closing, in the

parallel major, and the coda, primarily in the tonic, are formally
Mozartian.

However, Mozart's concertos do not contain cadenzas care-

fully prepared and included by Mozart himself as does this Schumann
concerto.
Brahms, being the classicist that he was, adhered to Mozart's
model in his B Flat Piano Concerto.

He carried forth Beethoven's so-

lution to the problem of the soloist's entrance by having the piano
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echo and support the horn's presentation of the first theme at the opening.

Also as Beethoven, Brahms expanded Mozart's scheme.

The number of

parts in the concerto remained constant, but the complexity of material
and textures incorporated in the work increased.

Harmonically Brahms is

generally Classical in his key usage, but he does allow the bridge in the
recapitulation to modulate, and approximately the last half of the orchestral exposition is in the somewhat unusual relative minor of the
dominant key, d minor.

Although there occurs no grand pause in this con-

certo after which the traditional Classical cadenza sounds forth, the
soloist does have several cadenza-like passages which substitute for the
single grand one.
As in Mozart's concertos, the slow movements of the Chopin, Schumann,
and Brahms concertos are lyrical and beautiful, containing florid, expressive melodies.

Although Beethoven's slow movement in the G major concerto

does have lyrical passages, the totally contrasting characteristics of
the soloist and the orchestra in this exceptional movement outshine the
expressive melodic content.
For a piano concerto finale Mozart normally used a rondo form to
brilliantly end the work.

Although none of the four composers used a sim-

ple rondo form, the final movements of the Beethoven and the Brahms concertos come the closest to following Mozart's example.

Both used the re-

curring idea principle of the rondo in their rondo sonata finales.

Chopin

and Schumann, however, chose to end their concertos with a movement in
sonata allegro form.

Nonetheless, disregarding the formal structure, each

of the four composers did follow Mozart's finale precedence in character
in that each of the concluding movements has a light, buoyant quality that
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provides a pleasing conclusion to the concerto.
The next consideration is the relationship between the piano and
the orchestra.

When an instrument breaks from the mass of the orchestra

and asserts its individuality, it can assume any one of three attitudes:
1) the tutti can be submissive to the solo and accompany it, 2) the solo
can be submissive to the orchestra and accompany it, or 3) both can be
of equal importance and combine or contrast with each other.
In the Romantic period numerous concertos assumed the first attitude--the suppression of the contrast idea of the concerto (conflict, tension, and interplay between the soloist and the orchestra) in favor of a
brilliant showpiece in which the virtuoso performer displayed his fine
technical facility, ingenuity, and mastery of the instrument.

The or-

chestra's role was that of accompanying with the customary devices of sustained notes, repeated figures, countermelodies, rhythmical contrasts, or
chords providing harmonic support.

In the first movement of Chopin's

F minor Piano Concerto the orchestra definitely has an accompanying role,
with the exception of the tutti sections, in that all of the interest is
concentrated in the piano part.

At times the soloist expounds lovely melo-

dies, sometimes strikingly ornamented, over widely spaced accompaniment
figures; other times the soloist sweeps the keyboard in brilliant ascending and descending arpeggios and broken chords.

Chopin handles both quite

tastefully though because the concerto is certainly more than simply a glittering succession of notes.

As Schumann, Chopin often employs phrase repe-

tition, sometimes in different octaves.
The second alternative is for the solo to be reduced to accompanying
the tutti.

The easiest way to subordinate the piano is to give it a com-

monplace accompaniment pattern such as an Alberti bass, ascending and
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descending arpeggios, or broken chords in triplets.

Or, the piano may

become more enterprising by doubling an orchestral melody.

This, however,

is seldom done literally in that normally the soloist embroiders the melody,
repeats it in broken octaves, or varies it in some other fashion.

In each

of the four concertos the piano soloist must necessarily at times accompany
the orchestra or an orchestral soloist.

(Schumann in particular liked to

have the piano accompany a woodwind soloist.)

In none of the four, though,

does the soloist consistently submit himself to the orchestra.
The remaining three concertos fall into the last category.

Without

being subordinated one to the other, the soloist and the orchestra compete
as well as collaborate on equal terms.

In addition to its entrance, the

independence of the soloist in Beethoven's G major concerto is obvious in
that the soloist does not take a theme directly from the orchestra but
rather invariably varies it.
tirely new thematic material.

Too, the soloist is free to introduce enPianistically Beethoven allows the soloist

to explore the heights and depths of the piano's range in a variety of
similar and contrary motion broken chord and scalar passages.

Motivic com-

pression and motivic fragmentation for climactic or accompanimental purposes see no equal in any of the other three piano concertos considered.
Nonetheless, true emotional expression instead of showy display for its
own sake is found in each of the movements of this concerto.
In Schumann's concerto the opposition idea of the concerto principle
is avoided.

Instead, the two partners beautifully collaborate in dia-

logue without loosing their individuality.

The combinations of effect

are so skillfully managed that the hearer is compelled to listen to the
composition as a whole rather than to the soloist or to the orchestra
primarily.

In addition to the statement-answer dialogue between the piano
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and the orchestra, Schumann consistently uses phrase repetition and the
strings to warm an entrance by another instrument.

Too, he employs melo-

dic doubling between instruments and melodic repetition in various ranges.
The Brahms B Flat Piano Concerto is a concerto in the fullest sense
of the word.

From the outset of the first movement the soloist makes his

presence and importance known.

He becomes an equal member of the orchestra

so that a harmonious association between the two is immediately accomplished
Technical virtuosity as an end in itself is entirely suppressed.

Instead,

solidity of musical content and purpose without purely decorative passages
characterizes the solo as well as the orchestral part.
The legacy left by the Romantic period concerto is indeed a great
one.

From Mozart's example the composers of the nineteenth century were

able to expand the concerto into a versatile and accommodating form.

Some,

such as Beethoven and Brahms, simply enlarged Mozart's scheme while adding
their own particular innovations.

Others of the period, Franz Liszt for

example, deviated from the rules and used a single movement concerto form
in which the three movements are welded into one.

Still other new concerto

forms (Cesar Franck's Symphonic Variations) evolved as well.

Nonetheless,

no matter what changes and innovations were introduced, composers are ultimately indebted to Mozart for establishing a foundation upon which to
build and diverge.
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